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Jesus: Atlantis.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-1984-2000/jesus-atlantisdl-18-oct-1988/
Received by D.L.
October 18 & 20, 1988
“Dearest Master, Jesus, with regard to the devolution of man, the Padgett messages tell us that, in the
space of only several hundred years man's moral decline was such that he could hardly be distinguished
from the beasts of the field. And it was from the bottom of this degenerate condition that man began his
slow ascent thereafter to the present day. Well, one of the Padgett messages is from Sebastobel, familiar
with the Atlantian history, who relates that Atlantis was a very advanced civilization beyond our own -so advanced, in fact, that members were capable of transporting themselves from place to place by the
application of will power, without the apparent need for any carrying or propelling physical vehicles.
Sebastobel claims that this was accomplished by employing certain forces of nature, still existing, but
unknown by man of the present day.
“Well, Master, the first question I have for you today is: If there were indeed advanced civilizations like
Atlantis or Lemuria, is this because their moral and intellectual advancement had been restored to that of
perfection or near perfection enjoyed by our first parents, Aman and Amon (also known as Andon and
Fonta,were our first parents nearly 1,000,000 years ago whereas Adam and Eve lived around 38,000
years ago)? And, if so, following the destruction of these civilizations by alleged natural forces
(earthquakes, etc.), did humankind again go through a period of decline and moral degeneration to yet
another low estate similar to the beasts of the field? And was this followed by yet another period of
moral and intellectual advancement for mankind?
“Not only Atlantis but also many civilizations have come and gone during the million or so years of
man's existence. Does this mean that there have been not one, not two, but many periods of devolution
for humankind followed by many periods of evolution toward restored perfection?
“And, finally, we are instructed that God’s Laws are immutable, and this applies to both natural laws
and spiritual laws. This being so, how could the people of Atlantis have been able to transport their
physical bodies by mere thought or will power when this seems to be in direct defiance of physical or
natural law? And if they could so transport themselves through some kind of higher physical law taking
precedence, why is it that the citizens of Atlantis could not have transported themselves elsewhere, out
of danger, during the earthquake that allegedly destroyed their continent and civilization? Surely at least
some of them could have presumably escaped before the earthquake had completed its destructive work.
“Hoping that I will be a clear channel to receive your answers, dear Master, I now welcome your loving
presence and message of this day.”
I am now here, my dear brother in Christ, and I come to you in response to the questions you have put
before me. I am most happy to resume our messages again, and I will do my best to clarify some of the
issues you have addressed. I am, of course, your friend and brother in Christ, Jesus, Master of the
Celestial Heavens and the eternal leader of our church on Earth.
In the first place, let me say that Atlantian history is not so surprising when it is considered that many
civilizations have come and gone since man's earliest beginnings. These emerging and retrogressive or
ultimately collapsed civilizations have been many, although your present knowledge of history takes in
but a few, such as the rise and fall of the Roman Empire, the Egyptian dynasties, and the period of
Grecian superiority. But many centuries antedating these civilizations were others of which you have no
knowledge, but which indeed existed for varying periods of time. These civilizations were advanced in
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certain particulars and not so advanced in accordance with your present level of development in other
particulars. The laws to which Sebastobel referred in the Atlantian civilization are indeed the same laws
that exist now and have always existed. But utilization of these laws has depended upon a number of
factors in terms of man's development and his readiness to have these laws, or their operations, brought
to his consciousness and understanding.
Spiritual forces are in the back of all new revelations, inventions, and knowledge given to mankind.
And these forces are employed when it is deemed that a particular era and civilization in that era is
prepared to receive this help from the spirit side of life. Atlantis was a civilization that had advanced to
a point where it was deemed fit and timely to impress upon it a knowledge of certain laws and their
operations, whereby proper utilization of them would result in advantages of a material order. And the
Atlantians were indeed given the inspiration that led to what might be termed more advanced control
and utilization of certain forces in nature that could be employed for man's comfort or benefit. But this
is not to say that other civilizations have not also come and gone with similar inspiration having been
given, acquired, and then subsequently lost for a variety of reasons.
Indeed, most civilizations have gone through a period of moral decline where the initial knowledge
given and obtained was ultimately lost through the collapse of these civilizations - - this collapse being
inevitable on the basis of the certain results of the wrongful exercise of choices built up over time. But
not all civilizations have been lost to themselves or to history on the basis of devolution or degeneracy.
Some have been lost in terms of the so-called material disasters that man is always potentially subject to
as a consequence of other normal workings of other laws.
When it is considered that man must die the mortal death at some time, in the eternal scheme of things, it
is of little consequence whether he begins his eternal growth and development in the spirit world
perhaps a little sooner than a little later. And, sometimes, an earlier passing to the spirit world is much
more a reward than a presumed punishment. And so it was with the Atlantians. Their abrupt ending to
their mortal existence was essentially a blessing in disguise, for this was not a civilization that had
degenerated, but one that had made considerable strides not only in the arts and sciences but also in the
more important and saving areas of spiritual contact and soulful development. Indeed, mediumship
practiced during the Atlantian era was much more prevalent than it is today. Contact between spirits and
mortals was what you might almost say was commonplace at that time. And, so, with this more open
communication between both worlds, is it any wonder that mortals of that day were privy to more of the
accumulated spiritual knowledge preserved since man’s earliest beginnings than mortals are privy to or
aware of today?
“Master, was, the Attantian prosperity and advancement the result of their approaching perfection? And,
with their destruction, did mankind go through other periods of decline and restoration?”
In answer to your question concerning perfection or near perfection of the residents of Atlantis, in a
relative sense, yes, they were more spiritually developed than are the various civilizations of the modern
day; but, no, they were not developed perfectly. Had they been, they would have obtained the Kingdom
of Heaven on Earth, and this has not been achieved by any civilization at any time in the world's history.
The civilizations that have come and gone have varied in terms of their spiritual development and
material mastery of their environments. And, in the course of human history, humankind have made
their way in an advancing and retrogressive manner, with periods of relative growth and development
followed by periods of backsliding and moral degeneration. And, so, when we speak of the evolution of
man from the bottom of his degeneracy, we do not intend to convey that his progress has been without
its ups and downs since that time. Progress, as you know, rarely proceeds unerringly as far as the human
condition is concerned. There are always a certain amount of setbacks and mistakes, as well as a certain
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amount of advancements and corrections. And, so, over-viewing man's entire history, in the various
parts of the world, civilizations have varied in their amount of progress or lack thereof. But humankind
as a whole have been making their slow progress (if sometimes haltingly, or retrogressively backsliding
along the way) whereby it can be said, generally speaking, that they have advanced beyond the period of
their lowest degeneracy. Of course, there is much development still ahead for humankind to attain to,
and this is why our work can never cease until the day comes when, in fact, there is peace on Earth and
the perfection of love and brotherhood that the Father intends for all of his children. But, as we see it
now, there will continue to be many advances and many steps backwards before this perfected
development has been attained by all the civilisations of the Earth. And we must continue to work until
this takes place, as you have so often been told.
“And what of the alleged transportation of the Atlantians by thought or will power, Master?”
In answer to that question, yes, these people were able to enact certain laws that enabled them to
exercise spiritual force upon material conditions, but material conveyances were still necessary for
transporting purposes. That is to say, people then were not able to fly through the air unassisted by
material transport vehicles. But these vehicles were not powered by fuel of a material order, but by
forces existing in nature which the Atlantians learned to utilize. And regarding their destruction, which I
know is your next thought, this cataclysmic event took place at night and at a time when few were in
readiness to attempt to react or escape. Those who were awake and aroused had their immediate
concern for their loved ones, as well as for themselves, and their concern so directed gave insufficient
time for any planned or organized escape. The flood spoken of was a combination of an enormous fault
beneath their continent giving way, resulting in both the collapse of their land and a concomitant tidal
wave of immense proportions. Before anything could be done of a saving or escaping nature, these
combined forces destroyed the land swiftly and surely, which of course included all of its residents.
But all of this is truly ancient history. However, I might add that, in this case, the destruction of this
civilization was not decreed as any sort of punishment delivered from on high, but the result of the
natural workings of the then rather primitive and incompletely formed Earth surface. The beginnings of
the Earth were frequented with many more of these natural upheavals owing to its "growing pains," if I
may put it that way, at that time. Today, these cataclysmic events are far more infrequent.
Well, my brother, I hope I have answered your questions to your and others’ satisfaction. Let me say in
closing that the work of spiritual restoration and development is still before us, and this work continues
to be of vastly more importance than the physical changes that are also a part of the mortal condition.
And I know that all of you remain dedicated to this work along with us, and I thank you all for your
sustained efforts in behalf of the Kingdom of the Father. Until next time, then, I leave you all with my
love and blessings and those of the Father, and I thank you for receiving my thoughts of today.
Your friend and brother, Jesus
NOTE: This writing is most likely not from Jesus, but from a spirit with significant advancement.
FURTHER NOTE: Buddhism is formed around remnants of the Atlantean religious systems.
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Anabalixis, of Atlantis promised to come again and write on the lost
continent.
http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/true-gospel-revealed-anew-by-jesus-volume-3/anabalixis-ofatlantis-promised-to-come-again-vol-3-pg219/
Received by James Padgett. Washington D.C.
July 22nd, 1915
I am here, Anabalixis:
I lived on the lost continent of Atlantis. I was a ruler of the people who lived on this submerged
continent and I come to tell you of its history, but your wife says that you are too tired to write more
tonight. I will come again sometime and tell you the wonders of that unfortunate land.
So good night.
Anabalixis

(Note: Anabalixis and Anaxylabis are two entirely different people.)
Messages recorded within the Padgett Messages have a very high degree of reliability, these are from
1914 to 1923.

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.
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The designer of the Great Pyramid of Gizeh, in Egypt.
http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/true-gospel-revealed-anew-by-jesus-volume-3/the-designer-ofthe-great-pyramid-of-gizeh-in-egypt-vol-3-pg157/
Received by James Padgett. Washington D.C.
July 22nd, 1915
I am here, Anaxylabis.
Let me tell you about the great pyramid of Gizeh. I want to do so in detail, as I was its designer, and I
built it under the direction of the great Egyptian king, Monyabasis the Great, who lived many centuries
ago, before Rameses, who is credited with its construction. I know that mankind has no records which
tell of the reign of this monarch, but such records did exist, and in them was contained the history and
the description of the occasion which called for the building of this great pyramid.
These records were destroyed long before the present extant histories of the world were written – long
before the Book of the Dead was written and long before any of the present kingdoms of the Earth had
their beginnings. Centuries and centuries have passed since that time and no man has knowledge of
what was then the condition of the human race or, as I should say, speaking for myself, of the race that
inhabited the region of what you call the Lower Nile. We were a race of a great intelligence, and of
what you would now describe as a wonderful civilization. Many of our arts and sciences disappeared
from Earth and have never been rediscovered, and may never be, for that race no longer has
communication with the present race.
I came tonight because I saw pass me by wonderful spirits of light and beauty, evidently bent on some
great mission; and I followed them and found myself with you. Listening to the communications which
they gave you, I found that there came to me a desire to write also. Well, as I listened I soon saw that
the communications were written in a language different from my own, and that you understood only
that language and that I must write in that language to make myself understood; so I commenced at once
to learn it and I learned it in the short space of time that I listened to them in their communications. This
may seem impossible to you, but I can read the thoughts of spirits and men without difficulty, and as all
thoughts in the spirit world require no language such as you understand, I soon found that I could clothe
my thoughts in your words as I am doing now.
Well, I know it may not be very satisfactory to you, but it is true, and I cannot more clearly explain it so
that you may comprehend it. Well, I have diverged or digressed from my intention of telling you what
the design of the great pyramid was, and I find that I have written too long to attempt it now, as this is
my first effort at writing. So I will postpone it until later, but I will come and give you the explanation.
I don't know in years, but when the Egyptian Book of the Dead was written I had lived as a spirit many
thousands of years. I must stop now and say good night.
Anaxylabis
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Jayemas, teacher of arts and sciences, writes about his lost continent and
the high intellect that it possessed.
http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/true-gospel-revealed-anew-by-jesus-volume-3/jayemas-teacherof-arts-and-sciences-writes-about-atlantis-vol-3-pg89/
Received by James Padgett. Washington D.C.
October 7th, 1915
I am here, Jayemas:
I am the spirit of a man who when on Earth was an inhabitant of the great continent of Atlantis which
was submerged in a cataclysm and by which great calamity all the inhabitants of that country were
drowned.
I am now in the sixth sphere where are many others of my countrymen, and wherein are enjoying much
happiness and great intellectual pursuits that bring to us knowledge of the wonderful laws of the
universe.
I was, when on Earth, a teacher of the arts and sciences, and of the philosophy of life as well. I made
many inventions which enabled my people to progress in the development of the use of forces which
existed in the unseen world, and which are now still in existence and operating.
If mortals would only understand and had means for utilizing these forces; they would enjoy wonderful
facilities for travelling and propelling the different engines of trade and manufacture that they are
engaged in, and also for making easy much of the labour which is now done by hand or by imperfect
machinery.
You must not think that the forces of nature have all been discovered by your great scientists and
inventors for that is not true; and in the near future you will have revealed to your investigators some
wonderful forces that will revolutionize many of the means of conducting the communications between
nations, and of leading men to a knowledge of what the possibilities are.
Well, I am not permitted to disclose any of these secrets at this time, but in the near future they will be
made known, and you will live to see some of these forces applied to the actual working out of what you
suppose to be the ideas of your inventors.
I merely wanted to introduce myself at this time as I hope to come to you later and tell you about my life
on the submerged continent. So I will not write more.
Your friend,
Jayemas
the Atlantian
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An ancient spirit decides to search for the Divine Love, which he learns is
the cause of the beauty and brightness of Helen Padgett, a Celestial Spirit.
http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/true-gospel-revealed-anew-by-jesus-volume-3/an-ancient-spiritdecides-to-search-for-the-divine-love-vol3-pg34/
Received by James Padgett. Washington D.C.
September 24th, 1915
I am here, Sebastobel.
I am a spirit who has never written before, and I desire to say a few things which I consider of
importance to mortals as well as to spirits.
I live in the highest sphere where intellect rules supreme, and where spirits are happy in the knowledge
that their spirit existence is free from all the cares and limitations which a life in the body imposes.
I am a student of the laws governing the relationship of the various planets to one another, and to the
Earth, and of the influences which the sun and moon and stars exert upon mortals of the Earth. I am an
ancient spirit and have been in spirit life many thousands of years – long before the great flood which
submerged a great continent which men know as Atlantis.
When that continent existed and was peopled by living, active, intelligent beings, I had been a spirit
many years and was in communication with the prophets, as they were called – or rather seers – of that
happy land. The development of these people far surpassed that of the present inhabitants of Earth in
not only the purely intellectual qualities in the abstract, but also in their knowledge of what you call the
arts and sciences. Then the inhabitants of that fair land not only did not have the necessity for using
horses or automobiles or steam cars or boats, or airships, for moving from place to place and travelling,
but they knew of the existence of and the way to utilize certain forces of nature which enabled each
individual or group of individuals to transport themselves from place to place by mere operation of their
will power, using these forces. These forces still exist in nature, and are just as ready to be utilized now
as they were at the time these people of whom I speak brought them under their control.
Some day it will be given to man to understand and control these great forces and utilize them to their
fullest extent. Just when this time will be I don't know; but considering the rapid strides that mortals
have made in discovering and utilizing some of the heretofore hidden forces in nature during the last
half century, I do not think it will be long before these great forces will be discovered, or rather revealed,
to man. It will not be so revealed until the higher powers consider the time ripe for man to have the
knowledge of these forces revealed to him and to control them.
I know what these forces are, but I am not permitted to make them known to you or anyone else at this
time. I should otherwise gladly do so.
Well, while they had this great knowledge and power of transporting themselves, and could have done
so had they been given time, the submerging of the continent was so sudden that no man knew the
moment when the catastrophe took place. It was in the twinkling of an eye, as it were, and men were
drowned before they had time to think or attempt to save themselves.
No, (Noah and the flood) it was not like the Bible description of the flood, which never occurred; that
was merely allegory and existed in other books, in a little different form, long before the Bible was
written.
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These Atlantians are now inhabitants of the spirit world, living in different spheres, and more or less
developed in their intellects.
Well, I merely want to say further that I am somewhat surprised that you can receive my thoughts in the
way of written communication, for I never before in all my spirit experience have written my thoughts
this way. It is a wonderful gift and one which I consider superior to any other method that I know of for
communing with mortals. You may ask me any question and I will answer it if I can.
Yes, I see other spirits here – some dark and ugly and some bright and beautiful. I have spoken to one
who says she is your wife, and she is a most beautiful and bright spirit – the brightest that I have come in
contact with.
Well, I must confess that I have never seen in my sphere any spirit so beautiful or bright, or pure looking
or lovely as she, and I wonder why it is. I am at a loss to know, and I would like to know, I assure you.
No, my intellect does not tell me, and I see that there is here presented a phenomenon which is worthy of
all investigation and study.
Well, she has told me, and I am astonished at her explanation. I never before knew or heard of the
existence of such a thing as this New Birth or Divine Love, and even now I cannot comprehend what she
means, but I see a result or effect for which I can find no cause, and it seems reasonable that I should
accept the cause which she gives me. But I am astonished, as I thought that there is nothing in all the
spirit world equal to the mind, and nothing which brings such happiness. But she tells me of a happiness
of which I had no conception. Well, as you say, I see an effect and there must be a cause; and as I am an
investigator of the truth, I feel it my duty to search for that cause, and I will.
She has invited me to go with her and meet her band, and also one who, she tells me, is the most
magnificent and beautiful in all the spirit universe. I will go with her and investigate this matter; and
will come to you again. So I will say good night.
My name when on Earth was Sebastobel. I lived in the Upper Nile when the human race was very early
developed into thinking beings.
Sebastobel
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Amoulomol, a resident of the North Pole when it was green and warm.
http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/true-gospel-revealed-anew-by-jesus-volume-3/amoulomol-ofthe-north-pole-when-it-was-warm-vol-3-pg245/
Received by James Padgett. Washington D.C.
August 31st, 1915
I am here, Amoulomol:
I was an inhabitant of a land that no longer exists and is entirely forgotten by human history.
It was at the north pole, and I lived there when everything was beautiful and green and warm. Yes,
thousands of years ago. I live in the sphere where my people live. I am very happy with them. I was a
white man and lived in a city where we had all conveniences and comforts.
So you don't believe me but it is true.
I will do so.
good night.

Public Lecture Series featuring Michael Jaye
https://vimeo.com/126026401
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Leytergus, an ancient spirit, wrote a book – description of creation and of
the fall of man – Genesis was copied after his writings.
http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/true-gospel-revealed-anew-by-jesus-volume-1/leytergus-anancient-spirit-wrote-a-description-of-the-creation-of-man-vol-1-pg284/
August 10th, 1915, Received by James Padgett Washington D.C.
Leytergus.
I was a native of Arabia and lived before the time of Abraham, the Jewish patriarch. I come to you
tonight to tell you that before the Jewish Testament was written, I had written a book containing a
description of creation and of the fall of man, and that the book of Genesis was copied after my writings,
which were founded on traditions older than were the description of Genesis.
These descriptions of the creation of the world were not the works of men inspired by the angels or by
any other instrumentalities of God, but were the results of the imaginations of the minds of men who
lived long before I lived, and who left only tradition of their writings or teachings. I say all this to show
you that the world has existed for many thousands of years longer than the account of its creation in the
Jewish Scriptures would lead you to think.
I don’t know when it was created and I have not found any spirit in the spiritual world who does know.
Of course no spirit would know of his own knowledge because in the natural order of things, man must
have been created subsequent to the creation of those things which were necessary for his sustenance
and comfort. I have never seen any angels who were not at one time mortals, and hence I could not
learn from them when the world was created and I have never seen any angels or spirits to whom God
has made this revelation. So I say the creation of the world or rather any account if it is all a matter of
speculation and tradition.
Yes, I have been informed as to the fall of man. My information is as follows: When man was created
he was made two-fold, – that is there were male and female beings – which was intended to make a
perfect one without losing any individuality on the part of either. Their names were not Adam and Eve,
but Aman and Amon, which meant the male Am and the female Am. Am meaning the exalted creation
of God.
These beings were made perfect physically and spiritually. But these souls were not possessed of all the
qualities of the Great Creator Soul, and in that particular were inferior to the Great Creator. But as
regards this soul part of their creation, they were made in the image of their Creator. The physical or
spiritual part of their creation was not in the image of their Creator, for He had no physical or spiritual
body. But their soul part was only made in the image of their Creator – and not of the Substance – but
this image was given a potentiality of obtaining or receiving the Substance of the soul qualities of their
Creator and provided, if they pursued that course in their existence or living which would cause their
souls to receive in accordance with certain operations of the laws which their Creator had prescribed,
this soul Substance. And only in obedience to these laws or their operations could this Substance of the
Creator Soul, be obtained.
Well, these creatures were not equal to the test, or rather requirements, and after living awhile they
became possessed of the idea that they needed not to comply with these prescribed laws, but could of
their own will and power obtain this Substance by doing that which they had been forbidden by these
laws to do, and so in their efforts to obtain this Substance or Divine Love they disobeyed these laws, and,
as a consequence, these potentialities of obtaining the Substance of the Creator Soul were taken from
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them, and then they became beings still possessed of the spiritual and physical forms and continued
souls, but not of these great potentialities – and this was the fall of man. The story of the apple is a myth.
No apple or anything else that was intended to be eaten formed any part of the fall. It was wholly the
fall of the soul’s potentialities. The disobedience was the great unlawful desire on the part of these two,
to obtain this soul substance before, in accordance with the operations of the laws prescribed, they were
fitted or in condition to receive it; and as a consequence, they became disobedient, and being possessed
of wills which were not in any way bound or limited by their creator, they exercised these wills in
accordance with their desires, and from this disobedience the wills of men and women have continued to
act in accordance with their desires and in violation of the great laws of truth, which were made for the
two creatures at the time of their creation and are the same unchangeable laws of this time.
The soul substance that these two forfeited was the Divine Love of their Creator, which, had they by
their obedience became possessed of, would have made them a part of His Divinity, and thence like Him
not only in image but in Substance and reality. The potentiality that was taken from them was the
privilege which they had to obtain this soul Substance or Divine Love by complying with obedience
which these laws prescribed. So you see the story of genesis is merely symbolical.
I have nothing further to say tonight.
I live in a sphere which is part of the Celestial Heavens. I have, through the mercy of God and His gift,
declared by Jesus, received this potentiality and through it the Soul Substance which our first parents
forfeited. The name which I have given you was mine when on Earth. It is Arabic and nothing else.
You must know, that many of the names of my time, were in after centuries incorporated in the
nomenclature of other nations and races.
So I will say good night.
Your brother in Christ,
Leytergus.

Feeling
Healing with
Divine Love is
the key!
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LEMURIA SHARED its PEOPLE and WISDOM:
The Naacals tell us: “The ten tribes were developed since man came on Earth. The people becoming
crowded began to spread out. Some families went to far distant settlements; here they were virtually
isolated from the rest of mankind. They were so few that sometimes brothers and sisters even had to
marry to carry on. These close marriages gave them all a family likeness, so they became a type:
time, climate, temperature and food completed the type and they became known as a tribe.” “A
70,000 years and more had gone on developing and perfecting these types called tribes in Mu before
her destruction came, so that, when she went down, many of these types and colours had become
very distinct.”
P50 The Children of Mu
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LOCATION of Sets of the SACRED and INSPIRED WRITINGS of MU:
Six sets, each of more than 10,000 tablets, were carried from Mu subsequent to 70,000BC, possibly
around 20,000BC. Sets were located at:
Khanassa or Kharaso – Tibet
Ayodhya or Ayhodia – Deccan Plateau, central India
Capital City of Uighurs in the Gobi Desert, Central China
Babylon in Mesopotamia
Maioo in Nubia, Upper Egypt via India, later also Sais on the Nile Delta via Atlantis
Mexico City
A further six copies of each of these original sets was further made.

“Never can one man do more for another man than by making it known of
the availability of the Feeling Healing process and Divine Love.”
JD
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LOCATION of Sets of the SACRED and INSPIRED WRITINGS of MU:
Six sets, each of more than 10,000 tablets, were carried from Mu subsequent to 70,000BC, possibly
around 20,000BC. Sets were located at:
Khanassa or Kharaso – Tibet
Ayodhya or Ayhodia – Deccan Plateau, central India
Capital City of Uighurs in the Gobi Desert, Central China
Babylon in Mesopotamia
Maioo in Nubia, Upper Egypt via India, later also Sais on the Nile Delta via Atlantis
Mexico City
A further six copies of each of these original sets was further made.
Each of the great avatars studied the Sacred and Inspired Writings of Mu, all except Mohamed and
possibly Topiltzin and Hiawatha though Topiltzin’s and Hiawatha’s teachings are identical to those of
Jesus:
BC=BCE AD=CE
Note: Lunar cycles were considered years, then seasons as years.
As a result of Lemuria (Mu) we have Sacred Inspired Writings 70,000 BC (Chaldi College)
As a result of Osiris,
we have Osirian
20,000 BC (born in Atlantis)
As a result of Thoth,
we have Osirian in Lower Egypt
14,000 BC (coming from Atlantis)
As a result of Krishna,
we have Hinduism
3,228 BC (birth dates)
As a result of Abraham,
we have Judaism
1,750 BC (+/- 250 years)
As a result of Moses,
we have Judaism and Moses books 1,200 BC (approximately)
As a result of Zarathushtra, we have Zoroastrianism
630 BC he lived for 242/4 years
As a result of Lao Tzu,
we have Taoism
604 BC
As a result of Varadhamana Mahavira we have Jainism
599 BC he lived for 72 years
As a result of Buddha,
we have Buddhism
560 BC
As a result of Confucius,
we have Confucism
551 BC
As a result of Jesus,
we have Christianity (August 7BCE)
7 BC (died March 29CE)
As a result of Muhammad, we have Islam
570 AD
As a result of Topiltzin Ce Acatl Quetzalcoatl – Lord of the Toltecs 923 AD to 947 AD period of reign
As a result of Hiawatha
we have Iroquois Confederacy
1550 AD
As a result of the Second Coming we have Divine Love
31 May 1914 AD to 2040s and ongoing
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A brilliant distillation of the essential spiritual truths and the world’s great religions is exemplified by
the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Christianity
Buddhism
Judaism
Baha’i
Islam
Confucianism
Taoism
Native American Practice
Shintoism
Hinduism

is the path of love and forgiveness.
is the path of compassion.
is the path of living by sacred law.
is the path of unity and peace.
is the path of submission to the will of God.
is the path of deliberate tradition.
is the path of ultimate reality.
is the path of primal spirituality.
is the path of tribal ancestry.
is the path of knowledge, action and devotion.
P51 Discovery of the Presence of God

The First Religion: The Sacred Inspired Books were written for the purpose of teaching early man
religion; therefore, man’s first religion was the teachings of the Sacred Books.
The basis of the first religion taught to man was – Love. The Love of Man for his Heavenly Father. The
Love of the Heavenly Father for his son man, and the love of man for all of God’s creations.
Man was taught to approach God in reverence but without fear or trepidation, just as a child would
approach his earthly father knowing that open loving arms were extended to receive him.
Early man knew no fear of God, because he loved God and he knew God loved him in return.
All of the ancient teachings were the same all over the world, it was a universal church without sect,
creed, theology or dogma.
Every teaching was plain and simple without a particle of theology. The most ignorant could understand
every phrase in it. There was nothing of any kind indefinite. It was impossible not to understand it
thoroughly. Man was taught to approach the Heavenly Father, not with fear or dread, but with
confidence, and above all, Love: as a child would run to its earthly father who is standing with
outstretched arms to receive it. Love stood at the head of the 12 great virtues, because Love governs the
Universe and the Heavenly Father is The Great Love.
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OUR FIRST TEACHERS:
Descendants of Andon and Fonta (also called Aman and Amon), our First Parents, not being Adam
and Eve, delivered teachings that were faithfully memorised and later recorded as the SACRED
and INSPIRED WRITINGS. Through later generations, writings were progressively preserved
via way of hieroglyphic symbols that are the basis for the writings on temples in Mexico, South
America, Cambodia, India and Egypt. Six sets, each of about 10,000 tablets, were carried from Mu
(Lemuria), these were then located at: Tibet, Deccan Plateau in central India, Gobi Desert in
Central China, Upper Egypt, Babylon in Mesopotamia and Mexico City. Further copies of each of
these original sets were further made.
However, from the teachings of the leaders of the Rebellion, 200,000 years ago, stem all of the
world’s major spiritual and religious teachings, all being in error and contaminating the sacred
and inspired writings, all suppressing one’s soul based loving and truth based feelings and bringing
about dependence upon one’s erroneous mind.
BC=BCE AD=CE
Note: Lunar cycles were considered years, then seasons as years.
First Parents, Andon & Fonta, also known as Aman & Amon 1,000,000 years ago
As a result of Lemuria (Mu)we have Sacred Inspired Writings 300,000 BC (Chaldi College)
As a result of Master & Mistress Lucifer we have the Rebellion 200,000 BC
As a result of Adam & Eve we have the Default
38,000 BC
As a result of Osiris,
we have Osirian
20,000 BC (born in Atlantis)
As a result of Thoth,
we have Osirian in Lower Egypt 14,000 BC (coming from Atlantis)
As a result of Krishna,
we have Hinduism
3,228 BC (birth dates)
As a result of Abraham,
we have Judaism
1,750 BC (+/- 250 years)
As a result of Moses,
we have Judaism and Moses books 1,200 BC (approximately)
As a result of Zarathushtra, we have Zoroastrianism
630 BC he lived for 242/4 years
As a result of Lao Tzu,
we have Taoism
604 BC
As a result of Varadhamana Mahavira we have Jainism
599 BC he lived for 72 years
As a result of Buddha,
we have Buddhism
560 BC
As a result of Confucius,
we have Confucism
551 BC
As a result of Jesus via Paul we have Christianity
born August 7 BC died age 35, March 29CE
Mary of Magdalene, born 2 BC, died age 48, and Jesus of Nazareth, both born free from error.
As a result of Mohammed, we have Islam
570 AD
As a result of Topiltzin Ce Acatl Quetzalcoatl –Toltecs Lord
923 AD to 947 AD period of reign
As a result of Hiawatha
we have Iroquois Confederacy
1550 AD
As a result of the Second Coming we have Divine Love and then Feeling Healing
which with Divine Love then is Soul Healing
31 May 1914 AD to around the 2040’s
As a result certain restrictions of the Rebellion and Default are now lifted.
From the above ancient clay tablets can be found the Lord’s Prayer and the Ten Commandments,
though there were 42, Moses was a practical man and condensed them. Also Moses five books are
derived from the ancient clay tablets, possibly the set that was in the southern region of Egypt.
Those writings had been heavily contaminated by the teachings resulting from the Rebellion.
By longing for the truth of one’s feelings and for our Heavenly Parents’ Love is the way forward.
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WORLD TEACHERS – The First Parents, Aman and Amon, and Jesus of Nazareth:
The First Religion, is the core religion from which all world religions are founded: The Sacred
Inspired Books, of Lemuria (Mu), were written for the purpose of teaching early man religion;
therefore, man’s first religion was the teachings of the Sacred Books, the Sacred and Inspired Writings
founded upon the teachings from Aman and Amon, our first parents (not Adam and Eve).
Our Mother and Father, Source Soul, is almighty, all powerful, infinite, and at all times loving.
The love of the Heavenly Mother and Father for Their sons, man, has been and is always infinite
and ever present. As one’s faith in our Parents evolves, man’s love for his Heavenly Parents will
have no limit. As man grows in his love, so will man grow in his love for all of God’s creations.
Approach the Source Soul, our Parents, in reverence, without fear or trepidation, just as a child
approaches his earthly father knowing that open loving arms are extended to receive him at all
times. As one grows in his love of our Parents, one becomes to know with certainty that God
loves him in return, at all times, and that fear is an illusion created by man’s mind.
All of the ancient teachings were the same all over the world, it was a universal church without sect,
creed, theology or dogma.
Every teaching was plain and simple without a particle of theology. The most ignorant could
understand every phrase in it. There was nothing of any kind indefinite. It was impossible not to
understand it thoroughly. Man was taught to approach the Heavenly Mother and Father, not with fear
or dread, but with confidence, and above all, Love: as a child would run to its earthly father who is
standing with outstretched arms to receive it. Love stood at the head of the 12 great virtues, because
Love governs the Universe and our Heavenly Parents is The Great Love.
Jesus, in the 1st century, embraced Divine Love that was rebestowed for all of humanity at his birth,
gave as the Prayer for Divine Love, and introduced a commandment:
With the Divine Love we can at all times embrace the will of our Parents and achieve freedom
from error and harmful ways, thus finding our way home! And to move along this path we
simply develop our embracement of: God’s Divine Love; by praying for it, asking for it, and
receiving it.
By embracing the commandment provided in the 1st
century, namely the first: "This is my
commandment, that ye love one another even as I
have loved you."
As our soul condition steadily grows in love we step
away from causing any harm to others which would
also bring about consequences. Also as our soul
development progresses, our self love grows which
also enables us to step away from causing any self
harm which would also bring about consequences.
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ALL of HISTORY is ACCESSIBLE:
Upon arriving upon the 1st Celestial Sphere, one can visit the ‘museum’:
And as far as concerning where The First Parents are now, they have moved on with the old
guard, having been released from such duties that being The First Parents required. You can see
and even in a sense ‘meet’ with them when you come into the first Celestial sphere, we have a
museum sort of arrangement, it’s massive and highly complex and covers every aspect of
humanity’s history on Earth and in the Mansion Worlds. And you can sort of interact with the
exhibits – if I can crudely call them that. You literally walk into say the Atlantean times and
explore using your mind for whatever aspect of such times you care to. You can even in a sort of
holographic way meet with people from those times, speak with them in a sense, although it’s all
automated, it’s not the real person who is now a spirit, although the whole experience being so real
and amazing makes your mind believe it is the real person or spirit. So we can even talk to Mary
and Jesus like this, which a lot of Celestials do when they first arrive, it all helping them to get to
know them better and know what they were all about. It’s a massive learning centre and contains
all the knowledge of humanity’s experience, so anything and everything is kept there like ‘living’
archives.
Monday, 20 November 2017: Nanna Beth of 3rd Celestial Heaven
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HISTORY UNFOLDING:
Man was ‘seeded’ on Earth maybe some one million years ago in its primitive nature form, they were
named Andon and Fonta (also known as Aman and Amon). It was the arrival of Adam and Eve some
thirty eight thousand years ago that there was to be an endeavour to significantly evolve the human race
on Earth, both spiritually and genetically. In this endeavour, Adam and Eve defaulted, both succumbing
to the ways of the rebellion that had been embraced by humanity in its animalistic nature some two
hundred thousand years ago.
The Rebellion had been in play in its development for some thousands of years. The Rebellion is that of
one succumbing to one’s mind and being self reliant, rather than embracing our Heavenly Parent’s Will,
being bestowed and to be found within our soul based truth and will. From the outbreak of the rebellion
to the day of enthronement of Jesus and Mary as sovereign rulers of Nebadon, Jesus and Mary never
interfered with the rebel forces of Lucifer and his soulmate, or their deputies, Satan and his soulmate.
It was the bestowal of Mary and Jesus, their coming to Earth, two thousand years ago, that brought
about the authority and power for the removal of Lucifer. It was their coming into physical life and
living on Earth, and remaining in a perfect state, that brought about the escalation of their authority and
the termination of the Rebellion at that time. During the two thousand years leading to this current time,
the remnants of the Rebellion and Default have been progressively removed. The Caligastias and
Daligastias, being soul pairs and who remained embellishing the role of ‘gods’ in the natural love
Mansion Worlds / spheres, had continued with their self-made appointment as rulers, now having only
very recently been disposed from their ‘thrones’ (possibly around the early 1990’s).
Only now can humanity be guided to the pathway of stepping away from the pain and misery of being
self reliant – mind dominated, and embracing the will of our Heavenly Parents, Mother and Father, God
– soul feeling orientated. Only now can the feminine aspect come to full bloom and be revealed. Only
now can the process of removing of the erroneous teachings that generation after generation hand down
to their children be explained and be rebuffed. All of which could not be revealed under the rules of the
Rebellion and Default.
As Mary and Jesus, the Creator Daughter and Son of Nebadon, were perfect throughout their physical
lives, they do not have the personal experiences to adequately share with us how to heal ourselves of our
evilness / errors, that of denying Mother and Father – God and themselves, Mary and Jesus. And now
there is possibly another bestowal pair on Earth. This pair being the Avonals. If they are here, then they
will have embraced all the errors and evilness that humanity is in, and then work through the Feeling
Healing process and also embrace Soul Healing. Upon their physical deaths, they then release their
spirits of truth so that all of humanity who wish to undertake their Feeling Healing and Soul Healing,
should they long for their support, will be able to access these Spirits of Truth for assistance.
Paradise Magisterial Sons and Daughters constitute the order of Avonals in contradistinction to the order
of Michael, the Creator Sons and Daughters. Though not creators in the personal sense, they are closely
associated with the Michaels in all their work. The Avonals are planetary ministers and judges, the
magistrates of the time-space realms — of all races, to all worlds, and in all universes.
Humanity will continue to connect with the Spirits of Truth of Mary and Jesus, even though Mary and
Jesus will now step back from assisting humanity and enable the Avonal pair to assist and guide
humanity in this coming age. This change over is the end time of Mary and Jesus’ era.
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LUCIFER REBELION HAS ENDED, and now REVELATIONS for HEALING are HERE:
Lucifer soulmate pair were magnificent beings, a brilliant
personality as one. They were designated as one of the one
hundred most able and brilliant personalities in more than
seven hundred thousand of their kind. From such a
magnificent beginning, through evil and error, they embraced
sin. They believed that their minds were all powerful and that
everyone should be independent and reject the illusionary God
and those who lead the path to God, namely Michael of
Nebadon (Jesus and Mary).

Lucifer soulmate pair

Satan soulmate pair

Caligastia soulmate pair

Daligastia soulmate pair

Very little was heard of Lucifer on Urantia (Earth) owing to
the fact that he assigned his first lieutenant, Satan (also a
soulmate pair), to advocate his cause on our planet. The
“devil” is none other than Caligastia (again, another soulmate
pair). At the time Michael (Jesus and Mary) was on Urantia
in the flesh, Lucifer, Satan, and Caligastia were leagued
together to effect the miscarriage of his bestowal mission.
But they signally failed.
About five hundred thousand years ago and concurrent with
the appearance of the six coloured or Sangik races, Caligastia,
the Planetary Prince, arrived on Urantia. There were almost
one-half billion primitive human beings on earth at the time of
the Prince’s arrival, and they were well scattered over Europe,
Asia, and Africa. The Prince’s headquarters, established in
Mesopotamia, was at about the centre of world population.
Caligastia had been attached to the council of the Life Carrier
advisers on Jerusem. Lucifer elevated Caligastia to a position
on his personal staff, and he acceptably filled five successive
assignments of honor and trust. The Planetary Prince of
Urantia (Earth), Caligastia, was not sent out on his mission
alone but was accompanied by the usual corps of assistants
and administrative helpers.
At the head of this group was Daligastia (soulmate pair), the
associate-assistant of the Planetary Prince. Daligastia was
also a secondary Lanonandek Son. He ranked as an assistant
at the time of his assignment as Caligastia’s associate.

Lucifer, with deputy Satan, and lieutenants Caligastia and Daligastia
have ingrained into the human psyche to be mind dominated with its
errors passing down through all parents, being self reliant and rejecting
one’s own soul based feelings that are to lead us to our Heavenly Parents
with the truths being provided by Mary and Jesus of Nebadon. Lucifer
and Satan were removed two thousand years ago, Caligastia and
Daligastia have very recently been removed. Their crimes against
humanity make Adolf Hitler appear to be a saint!
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GOD
God is God, who is our Heavenly Mother and Father, being
SoulMates. There is only one Soul that is God’s Soul, that being
the Soul of our Mother and Father. Our Heavenly Parents are
the First Soulmates; The Two Who Are One who have brought
us all into being.
Jesus and Mary are soulmates and a son and daughter of God.
Mary of Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth, where both free
of sin. Mary and Jesus, combined in their love for us, are
our spiritual teachers and guidance for us to find our way
home to our Heavenly Parents. Mary and Jesus have
liberated their Spirits of Truth who we can long to for
assistance and guidance. They are known as Jesus and
Mary of Nebadon, the universe system in which Earth is.
They are the Creator Son and Daughter ruling this region.
To start this journey we are to liberate our souls from being
entombed within our suppressive minds, through feeling
and longing for the truth of our feelings via our soul and
peel away our injuries incurred since our conception.
The Avonal pair, should they be here, are to support
humanity on Earth exclusively. They are to continue the
work of the Creator Pair, Mary and Jesus, and will be
assisted by them. The Avonal pair will, during their life on
Earth, experience the full Feeling Healing process and Soul
Healing process so that through their Spirits of Truth,
which they are to release upon their physical death, will be
able to be called upon by all those who embrace their own
Healing. The Earth names of the Avonal Pair may not
become known.
Humanity, all being soulmate pairs, are
ascending mortal souls who are to reach inward
and progress Paradise-ward for the God
experience. As part of our journey of evolving
our souls we are to experience evil, that is the
denial of God and the Creator Pair. We can
long to the Spirits of Truth of Mary and Jesus
and soon to the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal
Pair. Our Indwelling Spirit is our direct
connection to and with God.

Father
Mother
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JAMES

PADGETT
MONCRIEF

1 Commenced
2 Completed

1914
2014

1

Divine Love addresses the issues of the Rebellion.

2

Feeling Healing addresses the issues of the Default.

These two 'headlines' came about from Mother's comments through James.
We are to recognise the degree of the impact that the Default has had on the way humanity lives. That is,
it is suggested that the way we remodel our children to become clones of ourselves, the way we suppress
their true selves, and cause them to capitulate to be our 'little me's' is a result of the way life emerged
directly from the Default some 38,000 years ago.
Whereas the Rebellion, of 200,000 years ago, was the rejection of the Mother and Father as well as our
Spiritual parents, Mary and Jesus.
Thus two distinctly catastrophic events.
We need these two events put into perspective, if you please. We need to bring these two separate
events into a clear comprehensive way of understanding so that the relevance is clearly understood.
This enables the two revelations to stand out, and as to why one had to follow the other distinctly.
Nanna Beth, 3rd Celestial Heaven: The Rebellion, John, is against the Mother and Father, against Their
Love, and Their Truth. It is the rejection of Them, saying: there is no God. It’s denying the
Personalities that God is. It’s rejecting and denying personality interaction, which is all about love. So
it’s unloving. And to hide that, to pretend otherwise, means the mind has to be used to corrupt one’s
feelings. To claim: ‘I am God, I am love, I am Truth’, means I am the only one and all the rest should
fuck off and leave me alone so I can get on with my greatness. It’s being totally mind-consumed with
yourself, with such arrogance, that really you only see yourself in your narcissism, and nothing else and
no one else exists.
The sadness of the Lucifer’s relationship (Lucifer and his soulmate) is they didn’t love each other truly,
only by using their minds to pretend they did. Really they hated each other, being so unloving, and had
they been true to that, they would have moved to the absolute opposite ends of Creation, there to be in
their own greatness telling themselves all day long how wonderful they were – being self-loving the
wrong way through their minds. Which is all really: self-hating.
And so we have relationships in which we hate ourselves because we are untrue and unloving, then we
come together contriving love for one another, then believe we love God as well and want to do His
Will. It’s all false, all wrong, all evil, all unloving. That’s what we’ve got to see. That we are rejecting
ourselves, and so each other, and God, in every part of ourselves, in every interaction. Really we should
be hitting each other continuously on the head, and hitting ourselves too.
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The Rebellion is the rejection of true love. Of Natural love and Divine Love.
The Default simply compounds the issue by focusing it all on the relationships. As in, how we live our
rebellion is through the Default. Pre-default, humanity was openly rebellious, it was evolving yet lacked
personal focus; then with the Default, humanity was able to take it into all that it’s become. So we’re all
living out the truth of Eve and Adam’s rebellion, which equals their default.
To heal the Default in us means we have to see the truth of all our unlovingness in our relationships with
ourselves, each other, with nature mostly through our relationship with our pets, how we treat animals
for food, and the desecration of the environment, and with our Mother and Father. There are lots to it.
And as we see this, it takes us into dealing with our rebellion. We chose to not be loving when we
uncover through our feelings the truth of how unloving we are. We chose to live true to our Natural
love and the Divine Love, so true to ourselves and our Mother and Father. And these are not mental
decisions, they are feeling ones, you want to go that way because you feel it’s right and good for you,
which it is. You feel you don’t want to be unloving because it’s not right and bad for you, it feels bad.
So in the expression and depths of our feelings, and particularly our bad ones, we can feel how being
unloving makes us feel, and we slowly want to be the other way. Which can be difficult because we
don’t know how that other way is, never having been wholly or truly loving; but you long for it, you
want it, knowing it’s a possibility and reality that can somehow be achieved. So this is really ‘willing’ it,
willing ourselves to be loving, and ending our willing ourselves to be unloving; and our soul and God
complies with our will and so gradually changes us from being unloving into being loving.
I think to help you summarise it, you could simply say: The Rebellion is against love, the Default is all
the difficulties we have in our relationships because of our rebellion. Healing the Default is
becoming true, to ourselves and in our relationships, and ending our unlovingness – our rejection
of love, so ending the Rebellion.
I hope this helps John, it might be a bit much, however I put myself back in it as I was, so James could
relate more to it as it was important for him to make the will-connection in it as he did.
There is a lot to be talked about and truth seen concerning both the Rebellion and Default, with every
person and spirit making their contribution to it as they uncover such truth within themselves. So it’s for
you to take what you will putting it in your own words. So if you still don’t understand some aspect,
please ask.
James: I want to add here, something Marion was talking about last night. It’s true technically that we
are evil and bad and hate, that all having been put on us by default – we didn’t ask for it. So in that light,
it’s not right to keep hating and blaming ourselves for being bad when we couldn’t / can’t help it. All
we can do is accept how we are, whilst seeing the truth of it through our feelings. If we don’t like all we
see, we express those feelings, even though they make us feel bad, but we don’t have to endlessly punish
ourselves for being as we are because of what other people did to us.
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Nanna Beth and James

1 August 2017

James: Nanna Beth, I’d like to ask you again as to why has it been such a tedious and protracted affair?
Nanna Beth, 3rd Celestial Heaven: For the amount of funding to be made available in such a short time
and for such a period of time, it was necessary to go this long way round. No one else would donate that
amount of funds required, as they’d not understand what they were donating to, so there was no other
way of getting the funds – short of manifesting them out of thin air. And their delay has all been
instrumental in preparing Crystal and John for what they have done, and you too James in your smaller
way. And it’s a way to slip in under the radar of those in control, for you see the Truth you are revealing
is in a way forbidden on the world at this time, and will remain so up until Mary and Jesus’ age has
ended. However there are certain loopholes you might say which we can exploit in the lead up to this
end, such as what you are doing, being able to write about and reveal the truths, and what Crystal, Joe,
John and Samantha are able to do. It’s all working within the fixed parameters of the Rebellion and
Default, however you’d have to be one of the advanced angels or Melchizedeks to understand it.
If you look at the Rebellion and Default as Contracts of Law, then they are well thought out and
presented to cover what the creators of the documents considered to be all existing contingencies,
thereby ensuring humanity will be forever bound to them, so remaining forevermore in Rebellion
through Default. However they were not as smart as they thought they were, for there were cracks in
their contract that they were not aware of, together with the coming of Mary and Jesus bringing about
more cracks and having the need for patch-over sub-contracts to be made through the last two thousand
years, which in turn caused more cracks, so their case is not as air-tight as they believed it was. And
now they are gone and so more patch-overs have been required, yet with no one left to enact them, and
so we’re moving to exploit all the violations of their false law that we can. So although it all sounds
rather technical (and I assure you it is), Universal Law is far more technical than any Earth laws, and all
must obeyed to the letter. So the Rebellion and Default are no small thing, and the fact that Mary and
Jesus even allowed it to occur knowing the ramifications it was going to have on everyone, including
themselves, meant that it was all still followed to the letter of the law as worked out between the
negotiators of the Rebellion and Default and those directors of Nebadon. And so that’s why The Urantia
Book and Padgett Messages are so odd in how they were ‘earthed’ and the limits of the information
revealed by them. And then into all of this comes the New Revelation that is how to end the Rebellion
and Default, both on a personal and collective level, and so here we all are, with that information now at
our finger tips and waiting to see just how it’s going to be presented to humanity.
James: But why not just have the Avonals start revealing in a small way, say to a small group, like how
it was for Mary and Jesus, and then let things develop from there. Why the need to stress John out, one
man and without any real back up or support, who potentially could have this massive amount of money
dumped in his lap, and then armed with a few books containing some of the New Truth, is meant to go
out and save the world – that is surely too much of a burden and a massive ask to put on anyone’s
shoulders? Mary and Jesus didn’t even do that.
Nanna Beth: We understand only too well your concerns James, however for the time being, this is how
it stands. And again there are reasons for this. Firstly it’s all part of those cracks, we are only allowed
to have one man who is focused on the mental side of understanding the New Truth, and one woman
who has embraced it and is using it to heal herself of the Rebellion and Default. And that is all, at least
in the preparatory stage, because it doesn’t go against the Law of the Rebellion and Default at this stage,
and for reasons which I won’t go into now, as they’d take too long to explain. But basically the Default
was between one man and one women, Eve and Adam defaulting, and so because of that we can put one
mortal man and women who have embraced the: higher than the Rebellion and Default New Truths, up
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against the Default, and so the Rebellion, as the Default is a consequence of the Rebellion. And so John
and Samantha are those two people. However that doesn’t mean that they single handedly have to
shoulder the whole burden of moving forward with this understanding of the New Truth, and they
won’t. So to answer your next concern John, you are not to look at it all being on your
shoulders. Nothing like that is being asked of you, nor will it, even though now that’s what it seems like
being on the eve of it becoming real, as you will see. It will all pan out well for you and without causing
you any stress – well, not too much stress, anyway.

Firstly, consider discovering the truth of your emotional pain and injuries through Feeling Healing.
Secondly, consider longing for our Heavenly Parents’ Love as you progress with your healing.
Primary and most important readings are the writings of James Moncrief.
Then consider the Padgett Messages, and then The Urantia Book.

Golden Rule: that one must always honour another’s will as one honours one’s own.

Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own soul, but

also true to God’s soul. So doing your Healing by honouring all your feelings, IS
living the will of God. And being fully Healed, IS living even more truly the Will
of your Mother and Father.

To liberate one’s real self, one’s will, being one’s soul, is by embracing Feeling
Healing so to clear emotional injuries and errors. With the Divine Love, then one
is also Soul Healing. We are to feel our feelings, identify what they are, accept
and fully acknowledge that we’re feeling them, express them fully, all whilst
longing for the truth they are to show us.
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NEW BIOSPHERE AGRICULTURE and FOOD SOURCES:

Sunday, 2 April 2017

Nanna Beth, 3rd Celestial Heaven: The truth about Atlantis and Lemuria and other lost civilisations will
all be eventually given back to humanity, it all coming through people who are well on their way in their
Healing or who have healed themselves. Anything else up until then, even if it is true, doesn’t really
matter because all the wrongness has to come to light first.
Deception within Deception

Monday, 16 September 2019

James: And as usual I wonder if there is any truth to it, and what it’s all really about, as they’ve had a
few articles like this over the years, with there being a growing seriousness and intensity to them. And
as they are the only weird so-called spiritual thing that captures my attention, everything else I can easily
explain as Mind Spirits or irrelevant, so I would like to discuss it with you.
Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven: Certainly James; and to answer your next question: yes, we as usual
have been putting the thoughts in your mind explaining some of what you have read.
James: Okay, so if we could try and write down those thoughts... Is there any truth to all of this about a
mysterious alien race returning to Earth to retrieve some of its kind, namely according to the Sorcha’s,
top Nazis who bred with willing white Nordic participants to create the ‘perfect race’, these top Nazis
supposedly being of this alien race; from Sorcha: “Elite ancient occult-trained Nazi Germany officers
held mass marriage ceremonies with young Norwegian women (above) to breed “Star Children” whose
spacefaring Nordic Alien true “parents” would then one day come to retrieve.”
Nanna Beth: It’s the same usual big muddle James, so I will try and pick it apart for you. Many of the
top Nazis, including Hitler himself, were infatuated with the ancient knowledge that came their way
suggesting that beings (aliens) from a higher order (race) came to Earth many years ago and bred with
the local unevolved races looking to make a new higher and more superior and sophisticated race that
would dominate the Earth. Which of course are snippets of truth and the story about Eve and Adam
coming to Earth wanting to bring into being their superior Violet race that was meant to breed with the
local races helping them to spiritually evolve. But because of their Default, that fell by the wayside as
TUB (The Urantia Book) tells you, a few remaining children of theirs being able to pass on their
genes. And these genes, together with the myths from those times, both remnants, came to the attention
of the Nazis who were very interested in the occult, spiritualism, and being able to somehow contact the
‘other side’ or beings from other material worlds.
As you’ve read, such things are contained within ancient writings held by the Tibetan Buddhists and
Hindu texts, together with hieroglyphics inscribed on walls of the pyramids, underground caves and
other things, together with all the other ancient left overs from prior Pole Shift civilisations dotted about
the world. And as such things surface for one reason or another they are quickly hidden and taken away
if they can be by the main governments, mostly
American, Russian, the Jews and hidden controllers, to
be used to shed light on the coming Pole Shift, and
possibly used to make superior technology
from. Because as you know, the leaders of the last Pole
Shift age, and even including a couple of other Pole
Shift ages before that, had access to other energy
systems that during this Pole Shift age have not been
made available to humanity. However the secret
scientists following on from the Nazis have been
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working to try and unlock such hidden power because they have found evidence that these so-called
ancient, and supposedly ‘inferior’ civilisations, like Atlantis, had in fact superior technology of a kind,
with one aspect of it allowing people to leave Earth in ‘rock craft’ to move about the inner solar system,
and to build other unmanned craft to fly only certain trajectories with the intention of returning at
specific times for various reasons. So a little of that is what you’re seeing now. These strange incoming
interstellar objects are some of these ancient made structures returning to Earth. They are not alien
made, nor do they contain aliens, they are all ‘home grown’; and as we’ve told you, nothing from other
material worlds can positively influence or negatively interfere with Earth, particularly now you are
isolated because of the Rebellion.
So the Russians who are far more astute and open to such unorthodox matters, and having found lots of
underground and hidden evidence of such past civilisations in their country, have recorded as their
article points out, energy transmissions from these returning objects. And those transmissions were
meant to trigger certain hidden (should they have survived the last Pole Shift) rock-machines that would
help supposedly the surviving humanity prepare for the next Shift. However the trouble is, which the
ancients hadn’t bargained on, the energy systems that drove and allowed such technology to function, is
no longer readily available to humanity, so these incoming rock-craft can’t perform the function they
were meant to. So they try, which then sets off other effects, some of which the Russians, hidden
controllers and the Jews, and then coming up behind, the Americans, are seeing. The Americans can’t
quite let go of their Christian ideas so as to grasp the notion that perhaps Jesus was one of these visiting
Aliens coming to make a few adjustments so as to keep humanity in and on line in readiness for the
upcoming Shift, and all that needs to happen to deal with that. So they are not as openly accepting as
the Russians and Jews. The Americans tend to think it’s all a bit of hogwash and fantasy, the aliens
returning, yet think they should keep abreast of it, just in case, and having a lot of the ancient technology
themselves hidden away in their Area 51s and such like, are more intent on trying to crack the hidden
codes (which they all believe exist) allowing them access to these hidden energy systems, the first ones
to do that being able to then easily rule the world.
So it’s really the Russians and hidden controllers (and their associated Zionist Jews) that think along the
lines of the alien race returning to take their Star Children off the world ahead of the next Shift. Then to
presumably return them to the world when the world has been ‘Made Anew’, they to lead the survivors
and create their ‘Heaven on Earth’. The hidden controllers believe wholeheartedly that they are the
Chosen Ones, and have been trying to communicate directly with these off-world aliens who used to be
here and is said will one day return, so they might be saved along with their Star Children. They believe
some of them are the Chosen Ones, however you never can tell who’s really Chosen or not, and so
because of that, it’s best to try and keep on the good side of these returning Aliens, the Nephillium of
Old and all the other names attributed to them. So the Europeans (hidden controllers) built the Hadron
Collider, hoping that through it they might gain access to the other dimensions in which the Aliens are
said to live, or somehow be able to open up some inner level of communication with them, because so
far their attempts of broadcasting to the other material solar systems and greater parts of the universe
have failed to gain any response.
So all that’s really happened is, a bunch of men who believed they were descendants of the ancient
superior white races, who themselves were descendants of an off-world (alien) race, bred with these
naive pretty young blonde Nordic girls, all in the hope that their children would be these Star Children
who the aliens would return for, as it’s said they would in the Bible and other ancients texts, it all being
part of the bloodlines that are to ‘inherit the world’ and part of the ongoing strategy of surviving the
horrendous impact of the Pole Shifts. And because the last Shift was so dramatic and so severe
destroying so much of what had gone before, so these hidden controllers have only been able to clutch at
a very thin thread of truth to it all, having to fill in gaps and make stuff up along the way, all of which
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has resulted in more confusion and misunderstanding, all of which was why TUB was given to the world,
so those people, like yourself James who wanted to know more of the truth, could begin unravelling it.
James: Okay, I think I’ve understood all of that, so can I summarise it?
So those people who’ve become the hidden controllers you refer to, as part of their growing power and
control during the past two hundred years or so, came upon and investigated ancient writings and
technology surmising that many years ago humanity was ruled by an ancient alien race that left because
of the Pole Shifts and has continued to keep in contact through such things as Star Children, who they
help survive the Shifts. And the hidden controllers are desperately trying to make contact with these
superior beings.
Nanna Beth: That’s good enough, something along those lines.
James: And so what about this ancient race being defeated once before, it trying to implement human
sacrifice as being needed by the people to keep in Baal’s good books, and all the rest Sorcha talks about
in this article?
Nanna Beth: More confusion. It refers to a time long ago when some of the descendants of the Eve and
Adam fought wars against local tribes and lost. Humanity has been warring ever since the beginning of
the Rebellion, with such war intensifying because of the problems that resulted from the Default. So it’s
a good story, that the superior aliens were defeated and now they are returning to be defeated (hopefully)
once again. However the problem with this story is, if they were so superior, how could they be
defeated, and if they are able to come to Earth again now, coming with such superiority having mastered
interstellar space travel, how could you humans possibly stand a chance of defeating them again? This
is just a smoke screen story James, really they want to make it seem like the alien race is invading, so
the masses think they need to be protected and the governments do all they can to save them, when those
in the know are really in league (so they hope when it occurs) with the aliens who are coming to save
them (they being the Chosen Ones) from the Pole Shift.
James: Okay. Did any of the people of ancient times survive the Shifts by going off the world into
space – could people travel in space back then?
Nanna Beth: They could, but only for short amounts of time, and relatively short distances. The energy
systems, anti-gravity being one of them, allowed them to travel off the world, however the limiting
factor was they couldn’t grow their own food, so they could only live on what they took. And they
could only keep so much oxygen (air) for themselves to live on, they couldn’t make or recycle it, and
they couldn’t find another world suitable for habitation. So some of them came and went, but as soon as
the limitations were known and they knew they couldn’t overcome them, they dispensed with people
going into space.
Their technology was a mix of rock being used to build the craft to fly around the Earth in and go into
space, including other rock-machines, together with a substance that was sustained by available energy
systems that was the equivalent of your electrical conductors of today. So this substance was highly
pliable, easily made and conducted the varying energy systems and held the rock structures together. It
formed out of thin air, out of the ether and was incredibly strong and resilient, yet only whilst the
prevailing energy systems were available to humanity. And it took a high level of skill to use,
manipulate and bring the substance into being, hence it being the elite priests of the day knowing the
hidden rituals to ‘evoke’ it into a material form. But when those energy systems were withdrawn from
humanity, this ‘goo’ dissolved away, leaving only the rock structures. So how the ancient UFOs flew
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was because of the action and attributes of this goo that enabled the rock-craft to actually fly and do all
the other things such rock-machines did, like cut such big pieces of rock so precisely and move them
into perfect position so as to build the ancient rock structures you have on the world that survived the
Shifts. This goo, was sort of like a cellulose concoction that was literally ‘made out of thin air’, it
wasn’t earth-derived. It was ‘from space’ if you like, from another dimension so it seemed back then,
and without it, the rock structures and craft would have just been a pile of rocks and unable to function
as a machine. There were rock-machines of all sizes, however as I said, when the goo disappeared, all
that was left was the rocks. So many odd rocks exist still on the world, rocks that people can see have
obviously been fashioned into the size and geometry they are by someone long ago, many of which defy
the logic of your minds and current physics and science of the world, and whose purpose you will never
understand, not unless we Celestials tell you. Those in Mind Worlds are as ignorant as you are, and so
the many myths and theories keep appearing and evolving as people and the Mind Spirits try to work out
such oddities. You might like to know, the Mansion Worlds too contain mind-remnants from ancient
times, many that still exist by some inexplicable force, adding to speculation by such spirits who study
them.
So I will summarise for you James:



Various ancient civilisation at different times (during different Pole Shift ages) had access to
different hidden energy systems allowing them to build what are to your eyes, incredibly amazing and
unfathomable rock structures and other machines. And with the last Shift came the end of such energy
systems, with new ones to be discovered by people living in this Pole Shift age. And remnants of these
ancient technologies and systems abound on your world, some being very obvious, others not so, and
with much of such evidence being kept hidden or made off limits by the hidden controllers and
governments.



Because of the Default, and coupled with the Daligastias coming to Earth well before the Rebellion
started, and then all the genetic problems resulting from the two sets of spirit soulmates that so heavily
influenced Earth, myths, further fostered by the Evil Ones from spirit, have led to people like the Nazis
believing they are of a superior race and they should, through such inherited superiority, control the
Earth. The only trouble being, they have never been able to conclusively decide who is part of that Elite,
with the many wars and other problems resulting from such conflict. The Nazis were about trying to
breed the elite race, to purify it, so they would rule the world. They weren’t so much about getting rid of
everyone else, if that happened to some people along the way, too bad, but really they were all about
setting up Europe to use it as their ‘Homeland’ so as to ready themselves for the Evil Ones to come back
to the world as their Supreme Leader. They firmly believed, because the Evil Ones told their seers, that
Daligastia (of course, only the man and no mention of his soulmate) would return to the world as their
leader. But then countering this are other nations and races from the different religions and belief
systems believing they should be the rulers of the world, so have battled against the hidden controllers,
which is still happening today. The hidden controllers united Europe under one flag, and then invited all
the foreigners in, who they intend on turning upon at some point, using them as mass sacrifices at the
time of arrival of Daligastia, their supreme leader, all of which they reckon is due to happen some time
very soon.

 Then you’ve got the other Jews who want and believe their Moshiach is soon to return, or is even
here now and waiting events to ‘come out’, just as the Christians believe Jesus will come back, and the
Mahdi for those of the Islamic faith, Buddha will be reincarnated and the Hindus have their God-child
returning. And once again, the Russians are the only sane mind, understanding all of this, keeping a
close eye on it, and looking to see if any of the so-called signs do begin happening so as to verify these
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long awaited events. They are working towards the Aftertimes, they are fully committed to it, whereas
the Americans and all the others believe they need to take some precautions, but that mostly they’ll be
okay. They are digging their tunnels and underground cities like mad, but still only more because they
are hedging their bets, rather than being completely convinced that things will get so bad on Earth. Like
you James, which is true, they reason that from past Pole Shift evidence, the last one was very bad, so
the next one shouldn’t be as bad, which it won’t be.
And the Jews, which Israel mostly represents, many of whom are Russian Jews, are wanting to keep in
with the Russians, looking to move into their underground complexes when the time comes, which the
Russians will accommodate, and with the hidden controllers and Americans building their underground
complexes in Europe and America, and the Chinese, late comers to all of this, starting to dig like mad in
Africa knowing that it’s on the cards they’ll suffer greatly with China becoming very cold and
uninhabitable should the Poles relocate to the positions suggested by those people studying such
things. And part of China’s wanting to visit the
moon with their probes is to get rock and mineral
samples which they can analysis so as to see for
themselves if indeed the moon has suffered such
solar flares or micronova from the sun, thereby
substantiating the evidence they’ve stolen or bought
from the Americans. The Russians have played the
Pole Shift close to their chest, the Americans as
well only they’ve sold many of their secrets to the
Chinese.
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GARDENS of EDEN – SANCTUARIES

Sunday, 6 October 2019

James: Nanna Beth, John wants me to ask you about where Atlantis was, and could it have been in two
places because of Pole Shift interruptions?
GEOPHYSICAL POLE SHIFTS appears to take place every 12,500 to 13,000 years!

50,000 years ago 37,500
25,000
12,500
NOW!
and earlier
Laschamp reversal Lemuria submergence
Unfolding
at regular intervals!
Atlantis frozen over
New Atlantis submerged

Nanna Beth, 3rd Celestial Heaven: It is as John suspects. Atlantis had a number of ‘incarnations’. Its
main ‘home’ was Antarctica when the climate was more favourable, two Shift cycles back. The
Atlantean priests who were in touch with some of the mind spirits, and having recorded information
from prior Pole Shifts, relocated the kings and queens to the Atlantic off the coast of what is now
Central America, which submerged during the last Shift.
The Last Shift was very severe with a lot of mountain building and subsidence, whereas the preceding
Shifts weren’t as bad, as we’re anticipating this one to be.
The thing is John, the whole geography of parts of the world has radically changed during the course of
the more intense Shifts, and because of these ones being so intense and dramatic, little evidence remains
disallowing a conclusive picture of how it went and how it was before. And it can’t all be worked out
by people on Earth, it has gone, with only a few odd remnants left. More than what is currently
understood can come from the study of the Earth, but not enough to put it altogether as to the sequence
of events and the effects of each Shift. And really I wouldn’t spend any more time on the past than you
already have.
We spirits are as yet not at liberty to help you understand it anyway, which is why we Celestials are
mostly vague or not very forthcoming about what has happened to humanity in the past, and the mind
spirits of course can only conjecture and speculate as do your scientists on Earth. And you understand
the governments are hiding a lot of information, however they too can’t put all the pieces of the puzzle
together.
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And really the Atlanteans shouldn’t be attributed any real greatness, such as saying they or others of past
times were more advanced than what humanity is now, for in some things, it is so, however really what
needs to be focused on is that each successive Pole Shift age took humanity deeper into rebellion. And
then once the Adams defaulted, deeper into rebellion by default. The Evil Ones worked with the Shifts,
it helping them achieve world dominion over humanity.

You see, through each Shift Age, humanity, because it was living untrue and looking to its mind for all
the answers, applied its mind to ‘advance’ which only served to bind the mind into more psychological
control. And the Lucifers and others worked with this. So the Atlanteans weren’t as advanced in their
Rebellion by Default as humanity is now, not by a long way. So back then they lived more in line with
nature. And were the Lucifers and the other Evil Ones still at large and controlling humanity, they’d be
getting ready for the next Shift, formulating their plans as to how to take the post-shift humanity even
further into their rebellious control. And
you understand, such plans have been
developed all the way through this last
Shift Age, with Mary and Jesus coming
and putting a large spanner in their
works. And that then left the Caligastias
and Daligastias to integrate Mary’s and
Jesus’ teachings into their Rebellion,
which gave rise to the Christian religion,
with them leading up to ensuring their
over-control would remain and continue
into the next Shift Age. However
suddenly, they too are no longer able to
influence humanity, and so the Rebellion
and Default have ended, with the final
technical declaration being made when
the Avonals ‘go public’.
So really it doesn’t matter what’s happened in the past, because it’s all soon to start anew anyway, and
with the increased Spiritual Light to assist humanity post Shift, humanity is to break all connections with
its past. As I’ve told you, there are vast records over here in the first Celestial sphere that cover all
that’s ever happened on Earth, so John you’ll be able to spend time studying them when you’ve done
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your Healing. It is good John you are looking into all of this, however I wouldn’t spend too much time
on it, just enough to have an awareness of such things, but don’t get bogged down in trying to work it
out. You can leave that to others.
FOR 200,000 years ALL SCRIPTURES and Earth based INSTITUTIONALISED SYSTEMS are
the WORK of the REBELLIOUS LANONANDEKS:
The rebellious Lanonandeks from within our local universe are these soulmate pairs:

Lucifer pair
Satan pair
Arrested and imprisoned 26 CE

Caligastia pair
Daligastia pair
Arrested and imprisoned early 1990s CE

And you rightly understand and wrote well in the Pascas Paper, that James was just reading, the
‘vibration’ of the world is increasing, it fluctuates over time in many different phases of varying
duration, yet overall increasing (Schumann Resonance). And humanity has responded to these
fluctuations, advancing at times and going backwards during other times, but overall, advancing deeper
into its negative state. And all this time it should have been advancing positively and in truth from its
feelings, so now the Rebellion and Default are ending, and once free of them, some people, and then
humanity as a whole, will start to rapidly progress in a positive way, making up for lost time. So it’s
going to be a huge and relatively fast swing around – John’s ‘Great U-Turn’. As I’ve told you, for the
time being humanity will remain in bondage and enslaved to its untrue state, however soon those bonds
are going to be cut, allowing those people who want to break free, to be able to do so.
And you can imagine, with each
successive Shift, what might have been
buried under water, sand or vegetation,
can become seen again, which helps
people understand that there are these
major cycles to life on Earth.
What I wanted to add James, was for the most part, the world’s governments are highly influenced by
the religion they uphold. And in the Christian West, to have come to light information that refutes the
Bible, that makes it very hard to keep telling the lies and propagating the untrue, is why those in control
want to keep the knowledge of ‘advanced’ prior civilisations repressed. It’s the same as not wanting to
face the truth of your childhood, because seeing it will disrupt too much, you will face losing the fragile
control you have, so for the Bible to be shown up for being just another so-called religious book of many
that fails to deliver what people really need, would take away the power-rulers causing too much upset
and mayhem.
James: And yet that’s exactly what the Avonals are here to do.
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Nanna Beth: Yes, but they will be presenting a viable alternative, whereas those using their Christian
beliefs to maintain order and keep control, have no other alternative. All they can do is impose a more
severe dictatorial control, one in which religion is kept out of it, just one personality dominating that of
many, whereas to keep control of the masses through more subtle religious control is far easier, because
in the end the dictator is put to the sword, or naturally dies, so his reign is usually short lived, whereas
the religion can go on for centuries without being threatened too harshly. It’s far more insidious control;
at least with the harsh dictator everyone can see the truth that he’s a cruel person and knows where they
stand, but by inducting people during childhood into a religion, means they believe it’s the right way to
live, and trying to change that or take it away from people is very difficult.
You are going to confront the whole world James with your truth, not just the religions. And it’s to
happen at a time when the whole world is being confronted with the truth that how it lives doesn’t work
anyway. So you’ll be offering a sort of life-line, your truth is the ‘Saviour’, and many people will want
to embrace it, because largely they won’t have any alternative.







If your religion is exposed for being the corrupt thing it is and that in fact it is leading you away
from God and not to God;
If your whole financial system is shown up to being one that suits only a minority enslaving the
majority who get to the end of being bled dry and can’t go on;
If the environment starts to show you that you can’t keep abusing it as you have been doing
without suffering any consequences;
If your safety and security nets start to fall apart –
Imagine if suddenly you couldn’t go to the hospital to get whatever physically needs fixed
because you run the risk of getting sicker and dying, what will you do, where will you go, how
will you fix yourself?

The Rebellion is coming to the end, and I will keep saying that because there’s a lot for you to see what
it means and how it’s going to manifest. Humanity is in its heyday, things have been relatively easy
these past decades, people have been relative prosperous and able to enjoy certain standards of life. Not
all people of course, however the majority are accepting of how it is and really want it to continue to
‘progress’ without any major hiccups. But what happens when the tide starts to go out, what happens
when the normal way of life starts to get threatened, and what happens when there are no viable
alternatives?
Were the Avonals to come and reveal the Truth and yet there was no incentive for humanity to pick it up,
then the Avonals would go and life would carry on as usual, with an incremental amount of people
wanting to embrace the New Way. But mostly the majority don’t want to change, and will only do so if
forced. You know how it is James, you want to do your Healing yet have to be forced all the way along
to embrace and express your bad feelings, because you hate and don’t want to feel bad. It’s
understandable, but things can’t stay the same, a material world is all about constant change. You try to
stop and avoid that change by using your mind to control everything, to lock it down and to carry on
with as little disruption as possible. Yet how changeable are your feelings! The more you become
aware of yours James, allowing them to have their full expression, you’re finding you’re in a constant
state of flux, changing all the time from one feeling to the next. And that’s what life is meant to be, full
of vitally expressed feelings. And so it is with nature, so it is with the whole world, and there are cycles
within cycles of change, so the Pole Shift is just one large cycle, with the seasons being lesser
cycles. And this all stirs up feelings, and all your interactions with each other stir up feelings, with
feelings also coming in cycles, large and small.
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So when you can step outside the control and restrictions of your mind, you can start to see that the other
way of living by being true to your feelings is more in harmony with how you actually are and how the
natural environment you live within is. Yet as you have to keep clinging to your mind and its false
promise of protection, it’s very threatening letting go.
Pascas (on behalf of the Avonal Pair) is to reveal and support, the New Way. That’s basically what John
has been preparing himself for and is coming to understand. Pascas is a humanitarian charity, John
wants it to help people, so what better help than to use it to make the truth of the New Way readily
available. And then to support those people who embrace it. The Old Way can take care of itself. The
New Way will need nurturing, it will need time, a lot of education, offering a lot of help to people who
want to understand all it entails and why it’s coming about at this time, which is to do with all the
changes that are and will take place. Humanity has not as yet had a fully revealed spirituality offered to
it. It has up until now because of the
Rebellion, been denied it. So it has to be
made to understand that the religions it knows
and relies on, are false, are harmful to it, are
all about helping it deny the very truth those religions say they are helping people find, whereas by
attending to your feelings properly and living the resulting truth, that is the natural religion all souls
actually crave. So Pascas is going to be very concerned about education, and so education about the
New Way. And when those people want to live it, they might need help in different ways, with those
needs becoming apparent and Pascas able to help, which is in part your idea of the Sanctuaries. And it
was right what you saw today James, that the Sanctuaries are really the ‘Gardens of Eden’ that Eve and
Adam would have inspired people to create based on their lives in the true Garden of Eden. Through
your Healing you are reversing (healing) the Default, and so will
everyone who does their Healing. So the Sanctuaries in their way
will be ‘bringing back’ the First Garden, and with the Celestials
that live within them, people who complete their Healing, being as
we Celestials are, like default Eve’s and Adam’s.
If the Adams hadn’t defaulted, they’d still be living in their Garden of Eden, it being moved from time
to time over the world to deal with the Pole Shifts and being protected from them by the angels, and all
other communities would be following them and so emulating the Garden. Everything on Earth would
revolve around the Garden and look to the Adams for spiritual and life guidance. And they would be the
first step toward Paradise, helping people to look further by looking to Mary and Jesus. So the world is
Garden-less, and because of being Garden-less for all the years of the Default, there has been no true
spiritual leaders to help inspire people to live a true spiritual and religious life through ongoing truth
revelation. So suddenly the Avonals arrive being commissioned and with the spiritual authority to make
a massive spiritual revelation, and to a humanity that is going backwards and expects to be legged over
by its religions that it avidly worships – it’s enough to cause major spiritual trauma. And yet that’s what
humanity needs, to be jarred out of its delusion and
truth-denial, and so things are building in readiness
for this.
We’ll speak again soon James, until then – Nanna Beth.
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JOB DESCRIPTION for NANNA BETH
James: Hello Nanna Beth?

Tuesday, 2 June 2020

Nanna Beth: Go ahead James.
James: I’ve been watching more YouTubes about aliens with the last one saying they seem to be in
another dimension, unseen by us, which sounds suspiciously like spirits who might be pretending to be
aliens.
And then with these secret space ships built in secret massive hangers and workshops inside mountains
in America, and with lots of people in other places in the Solar System, living on other planets and in
these big ships, all of which were built by reverse-engineered advanced technology from prior
civilisations on Earth and elsewhere in the universe.
Nanna Beth, 3rd Celestial Heaven: During prior Pole Shift ages, three in particular, humanity had access
to higher technology of varying degrees. These three successive ages used antigravity and had access to
abundant universal ‘Light Energy’, and like you were listening to, had the ability to use their minds to
affect certain technology, and other technology that enabled those great rocks to be cut and placed in the
structures that remain today. The last of the three Ages, that included the Atlantis times, understood that
the Pole Shifts happen, devastating much of the planet and so sought to ‘weather’ it off-world, and to
build the massive rock structures that were in theory to protect the important people, kings and queens,
and enough slaves and servants and menial workers to keep them all well fed in the Aftertimes.
And then you had the priests who were basically people with good psychic skills that could ‘earth’ the
science needed to make the machines to build the structures, the flying machines, and they also had the
equivalent large sailing machines, like submarines, which are on the bottom of the oceans and hidden
away in underground bases. So the later part of last century, and still ongoing, the leading world nations,
mainly the Americans with the British, some of the Europeans, Russians and with the Chinese trying to
play catch-up, have been scouring the world trying to gather up as much of the past technology they
believe would be helpful to them. And though some of it they have gained an understanding and applied
it to the world as you know it, but most of the technology eludes them because the energy systems
needing to power it are not available to humanity today – this Pole Shift Age. You’ve had to use more
rudimentary technology starting basically from sticks and stones, building it up until now because of
how severe the last Reversal was which all but obliterated all sign of past civilisations other than the
more obvious pyramids you still have today.
Antarctica is a storehouse of such ancient technology as it was just covered with miles of snow and ice,
so it’s all buried there, with the other main continents and places of past advanced civilisation now on
the bottom of the oceans.
Other places, like in China and parts of Siberia, and hidden overgrown by the jungles of the Amazon and
other places, have such ‘buried treasures’, but really not that much remains. And there are also some of
the places on the other planets in which people from these past times lived that can still be seen and
accessed to a certain degree, however your governments cover it all up because they don’t want to spook
the whole world about another Reversal, because everyone would be demanding to be saved and that
would be too much for them to deal with.
So these videos you have been watching James are people misconstruing the involvement with the mind
spirits, who come to them looking like Aliens in their dreams and psychic experiences, with a lot of such
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people thinking these aliens are real and alive with them in the physical dimension, when they are not
alive or present in the physical sense.
I will tell you again, there are no hidden or secret aliens on Earth, neither are there any coming or going
– visiting Earth, nor have there ever been. It’s home-grown. With the only mysterious otherworldly
events being the materialising of the higher Sons and Daughters as revealed in The Urantia Book. It’s
just you lot on Earth and all the weird stuff some of the governments are doing underground, coupled
with any mind spirit interference.
A lot of people have very disturbed minds James (James: You don’t say Nanna Beth, such as my own
for example!!), and who are more than willing to believe they are talking to an alien, even seeing a
distorted humanoid being standing in front of them, when it’s only an apparition, one of the mind spirit
presenting themselves that way.
In the past there has also been Midwayer and Angel ‘materialisations’ who have presented themselves as
certain beings and other higher types of people, all which helped keep the Rebellion ticking along. But
no such fallen or rebellion-controlled Angels and Midwayers can do such things anymore.
Scientists from time to time, and there are still programs ongoing, in hidden labs above and underground,
conduct experiments on people and animals, all sorts of horrid things, even creating all sorts of mutants,
but none of which prove useful in anyway, so are ultimately destroyed.
So all these things spawn all the weird things you watch, people take them, picking a bit up from here
and there, adding other bits, making fanciful stuff up themselves, then believe all they’ve created leading
themselves further into the twilight zone, adding to conspiracy and UFO theories and all the rest.
(Unidentified Flying Objects – UFO and Unidentified Submersible Objects – USO)
I will add, that a lot of people from the past Pole Shift ages did survive each Reversal, but with varying
results. The first and second of these three ages survived enough to kick-start their prior ages, so
continuing on and advancing more over time; and quite a number of people survived the last Age, only it
was so severe that they were reduced to living with other natives and themselves quickly resorting back
to being basically primitive hunter gathers within a few generations.
And this time round, quite a number of people will get through and with quite a bit of carry over from
this Age. But added to the mix from the Old Way, from these current times, will be the New Way and
the Sanctuaries, so the Old and New Way will exist both on the New Earth as you’ve written in your
movies.
So a lot of people will go underground living in the government tunnels and underground cities
weathering it, with the Angels ensuring their survival if they are to live through it and carry on their Old
Ways in the New World; and then the Sanctuaries and other people will survive above ground also with
Angelic help living exclusively the New Way but to begin with utilising Old Way surviving
technology. Then as time passes they’ll move into other universal energy technology.
The world is not going to have such a severe ice age this time round, as the added heat to evaporate great
amounts of the oceans is not going to come as it did last time. So the ‘defrosting’ or melting time will
be quicker for life to restart. It will still be severe compared to how you live now, and most will be
destroyed, with only the relatively small Angel protected areas, which will mostly be nature, being
saved. But it won’t be anywhere near as severe as the last one.
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And then it waits to be seen how much of humanity’s debris the Angels remove by
dematerialisation. They will clean up a great amount of the man-made debris, your cities and all the
rubbish you’ve created. But as to how much, we’ve not been directly told yet. Such information will no
doubt be forwarded to us later on, closer to the time. And this is also what happened a lot during past
Reversals, the Angels remove from the world a lot of the man-made stuff, leaving the world relatively
clean and natural so as to start all over again. But as to why the Angels have left a lot of mankind’s
creations under the ice at Antarctica and on the ocean floors is up for speculation as we’ve not directly
been told about that either. It’s currently thought that future humanity will be able to use some of it for
the greater good as more people, if not the whole world, will be living the New Way by then.
And I want to tell you, the Angels, should they be commanded to, could take away every sign of
humanity on a physical world, even of humanity itself if it should come to that. So the Angels could if
required, completely ‘clean house’; and so much so, that there would only be people left naked and
without any remnant from their prior Age, then to set about killing animals and eating plants and making
clothes out of the skins and plant material, starting out right from scratch. So nothing is beyond them so
far as ‘returning a world’ completely to its natural state. They can do it in theory anytime should it be
required, however the Pole Shift reversals offer the right circumstances, light and energy, for them to do
the amount required.
So to put another line of thought straight in your mind James, there is what might be said ‘double’ the
amount of Angels coming to Earth at this time. Those in support of your Revelation, and those to
orchestrate the Pole Shift. With more coming the further we progress with you James and Marion and
the closer we get to the Reversal.
It is also important for you to understand James, that each successive Pole Shift Age is WHOLLY about
the relationships people have, and not whether or not the world becomes ‘technologically
advanced’. Whether you can build a spaceship and fly to the moon, live on it and visit and live on the
other planets (humanity has never been allowed outside the local Solar System) is immaterial, as it’s
about the functional quality or dysfunction of relationships, and that is all that matters. And if humanity
through a Pole Shift Age is to develop certain technologies, it is only guided to do so because of the
relationship needs of all the souls involved. As you can see, the Internet is now creating other positive
and negative consequences so far as people’s relationships are concerned, deeper psychological
complexities having to be dealt with, greater inequality because of the mind control, it’s all ALWAYS
about relationships, the experiences gained in them, and the feelings and thoughts and truth that might
arise from those interactions. And so usually to increase such relationship complexities, technology can
be developed, however technology can also quickly prevent relationship diversity as everyone becomes
similar as the control increases stifling individual and societal creativity. So it’s double edged. So long
periods of smaller groups of people who are very diverse gives rise to greater depths of relationship
experience, whereas very primitive communities can quickly exhaust the emotional involvement.
However then it might be that thousands of years are required to give rise to the number of people
experiencing a more primitive existence, whereas a smaller number of years would achieve all that’s
needed on a relationship basis in a more technological advanced society. So it’s about relationships and
how they are distributed over time.
James: Ok, I understand that. I was also wanting to ask you about yourself Nanna Beth, as in what you
are doing personally and what exactly you do in your work.
Nanna Beth: I am always with my soulmate, who wishes to remain ‘un-revealed’, as it’s more a ‘woman
thing’ with you James, which is all very important for the equality of the sexes that still needs to happen
in the right way, and not in the overbalanced feminism of Earth that’s now being expressed.
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So he with my soulgroup spend all of our time in the ‘Battle Room’ reviewing what’s transpiring on
Earth together with the other Celestial groups ‘under our jurisdiction’. We, our soulgroup, are very
fortunate in that we work closely with the Melchizedeks, so we liaise with them, which means we have
meetings daily with them, about what the other Celestial groups ‘under our ‘control’’ are doing. And
it’s not that we control these other groups, but
they look to us for guidance. Our group, and Melchizedek 12 soulmate
there are twelve such Primary soulgroups in our pairs / group in the centre.
section, oversee all the other soulgroups. There Celestial Spirit 12
are the main twelve (pairs) of Melchizedek soulgroups with each
‘Advisors’ who we relate to, with each one of our having 12 soulmate pairs,
soulgroups working directly with one of the each group being guided
Melchizedek pairs. And they ‘advise’ us, they by a Melchizedek pair.
basically allow, encourage and support our
soulgroup in doing all they would do. So our soulgroup is sort of like a ‘Melchizedek pair’ if I can put it
like that. They could do it all, but they delegate all they’d do for us to do instead. So that is highly
irregular and an incredible opportunity for us.
So we are in a very high and privileged position, which we still after all this time can’t believe has been
bestowed upon us. So we twelve soulgroups are at the apex of all Celestial soulgroups within the first,
second and third Celestial Spheres, those that are still highly Earth-focused.
So we have constant ‘consultations’ with our Melchizedek pair about what we’re doing, which with us
specifically James, is working with you and John and all that is going to happen because of that
interaction. Really we are focused on you and Marion, your Revelation, so what you need to be ‘told’,
all the subtle guidance from the Melchizedeks to you through us. Then we have many Celestial
soulgroups who daily come to us for guidance and for discussing what work they are doing. And that is
vary varied, including anyone and everyone who potentially is alive now on Earth who might have
anything to do with you and Marion, and people still to be born, and how it’s all going to be coordinated
so as to fit in with the whole unfolding of your Revelation, and for the end of Mary’s and Jesus’ Age and
then moving into your Spiritual Age.
So we work to coordinate the personal side of what you’ll be doing, with the bigger impersonal side of
what’s going on and will go on, on the Earth to do with you and Marion, being what the other eleven
soulgroups are more focused on with their Melchizedek advisors.
But we are all working on your Revelation, that’s our twelve Melchizedek pairs and corresponding
twelve soulgroups, and all the others ‘under’ us.
Then there is another twelve Melchizedek pairs and each of them too have corresponding primary
soulgroups and all ‘under’ them, who are solely concerned with the goings on of the World and Mind
Worlds. And then we have other soulgroups that work synthesising (to combine so as to form a new,
complex product – so to speak) these two main groups of twelve – and there are many of them.
So the world is divided up with its own happenings, which is basically the ending of the Rebellion and
Default and it’s outworking of Mary’s and Jesus’ age, the continued evolution of the Old Way, the Mind
Way; and then there is all that’s concerning yours and Marion’s Revelation, the New Way; and there’s
the crossing over of the two ways.
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So for example: Those working with the Old Way, are working to release John’s funds, which are to
move into our New Way, and with the groups who work to unite from our perspective the Old and the
New Way, working to facilitate the funds from the Old way, coming across to fund the New Way.
So although we are separate in our function, we’re all working
more or less together to achieve the same end. And we oversee
soulgroups in all three Celestial spheres. So naturally there’s an
evolution of them too, with some of them ending their
relationship with Earth and moving into doing other things or
moving off toward Paradise. So there’s always a lot of training
going on, passing the baton so to speak; and with many the first
Celestial and newly forming soulmate groups requiring specific
attention and focus introducing them to their new Celestial life and new work; and all the while, we ‘old
hands’ in the Third Sphere need other activities to keep us growing in truth.
So we coordinate all that with the emphasis on assisting you and Marion.
And I have been designated the Celestial ‘spokeswoman’ for you personally James, which links in with
John and my personal ‘Nanna’ connection with him.
As for what does my day consist of, it’s meetings, speaking with spirits, both personally and on behalf
of my group, with some of or all of it – whatever is needed. So we sort out the day’s work during what
would be a ‘morning meeting’, yet it always seems to be morning as we’re always moving on with new
things to attend to. A little of it is routine, but mostly it’s new, new challenges and tasks we have to deal
with.
Because this is all unorthodox, as you understand, with the
Melchizedeks stepping in for and doing the work of the
Rebellious Lanonandek Pairs, and then with us Celestials doing
the work of those Rebellious Pairs underlings and teams, so not
even the Melchizedeks know what’s going to happen next
because they are not Lanonandek Pairs who innately would
know how to coordinate the running of a physical world and its
associated Mansion Worlds. So, as they are in spirit prison, it’s
all up to us.
And then if that wouldn’t be difficult enough, we’ve also not
only got to contend with the end of their Rebellion and Default,
but the fact that it’s been done by an Avonal Pair, as we have to accommodate and work everything in
with you and your growth of Truth. So we’ve got our work cut out for us you might say.
Every time you and Marion advance, with some of that advancement being helped by us, so many
changes take place in what we are to do. You are literally freeing up the imposed constraints of the
Rebellion, so suddenly you have a truth-shift and as the understanding about something starts coming to
you, so too are we then free to implement other parts we’ve been planning for.
We are very lucky having our Angels with us, as there are record Angels that keep all records of all
conversations we’ve had, they take care of all the paper work so to speak, so anything we need to
remember that we might have said, organised, agreed to, are working on, they have it all on hand and
readily supply us with whatever we need. They are in a very crude way like a ‘living computer’ that’s
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permanently on hand. So we have a constant coming and going of Angel pairs relaying information
from Celestial groups that can’t physically come to us or we to them because we’re too busy or there’s
no need. Then we can flash things to the minds of other Celestials and there are other lines of
communication open to us as well. So really we’re speaking to other spirits and Angels all day and
night, it’s twenty-four hour shift work, we have time off, and that’s all to be coordinated and factored
into everything.
And we all love every moment of it. And when the excitement starts to ebb, when we feel it’s no longer
so exciting and inspiring us with ever more truth, then it’s time for a change or even to stop and move
on. But those feelings of course haven’t come to me yet, for had they, and we’d not be speaking
together James, you’d be speaking with another woman spirit.
So it’s you and I James for the duration of your life on Earth, as I will remain your main Celestial
contact. And because of that, we’re organising so much around that, so it looks like I’ll be staying put
without getting the urge to start out for Paradise anytime soon. And my whole soulgroup is united in
this, so we’re heavily committed to our time with you; and so much so, that we’re now fully
instrumental in it. We’ve gone this far with you and already we’ve covered so much ground, so I can’t
see the pin being pulled and our having to educate another group with all the subtleties we know, as that
would possibly be in the too hard basket. However, things do change, as we see every day, so I guess
you never know.
So our ‘Battle Room’ is a huge area
provided for all of us who are
working under or with your twelve
personal Melchizedek pairs. My
soulgroup only really works personally with the one Melchizedek pair, but we have a lot to do with the
other eleven pairs all the time. And you James, and Marion too, even though she’s unaware of it, are
constantly working with all the twelve main soulgroups and Melchizedek pairs.
So through your day you are constantly ‘tuning in’ with
each of the 12 groups, even though you are not so aware of
that either.
Samantha comes under ‘our jurisdiction’ because she is associated with you and Marion. Marie and her
group has moved to work specifically with her, with them being ‘under’ our 12. My group solely works
with you James. Another of the 12 works solely with Marion. Then the other 10 work with other
aspects of you and her. So one of the others work with Sam, and with other people now doing their
Healing who are slightly connected with you or who will become so in future. There’s a lot of people
we’re ‘grooming’ for that future time when things get going. People who’ll be directly involved with
you and Marion, separately and together.
Then in the other ‘Battle Room’ it’s all to do with what’s happening on Earth and
in the Mind Worlds, and then there’s the other great section that’s involved with
uniting the Earth Old Way, with yours and Marion’s New Way.
And when I say Battle Room, I guess you could say it occupies about a third of each of the Celestial
spheres, so it’s pretty large! We live in it, so it’s not as John likes to imagine this little room at the hub
of it all, it’s vast, with us moving about within it a lot as required depending on who we need to be
involved with. It’s broken up into many sectors and sub-sectors and so on.
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The other third is for the rest of Celestial happenings; the other third is divided into rest and recreation,
places we can visit and just go to for time out, and also massive educational centres, so places of higher
learning, covering all subjects. And there’s another Melchizedek group of 12 pairs, together with the
Daynal Pair (Trinity Teacher Pairs) that oversee the education side of things, again delegating as much
as they can to Celestial soulgroups. Anything you want to know about, you go there finding the relevant
teachers or instructors, so we’re often visiting such places of knowledge and knowledgeable spirits.
There are also a lot of other smaller sectors involved with Celestial life on each of the Spheres, but
overall those three I’ve mentioned make up the bulk of activities over here.
So right now as I am talking like this with you James, there are six of my soulgroup along with my
partner, ‘tuned in’; it’s often a ‘group effort’ even though you just hear my voice in your head. The rest
of our group who are not personally present are divided up with each pair undergoing other activities
involving other soulgroups.
And we have times of frantic activity when a lot needs to be done, and then other times when it’s pretty
cruisy, with us having most things under control. We’re currently in a calm before the storm, as you’re
soon about to make a big move within yourself, which will have heavy ramifications for us.
James: You mean I will finally die of boredom, evaporate into Nothingness.
Nanna Beth: Nothing that drastic James. The last ‘big shift’ we had was when you broke through and
understood that your whole understanding of your Healing was incorrectly focused. When you realised
that it wasn’t about working to progressively change yourself, but working to progressively see how
locked in and how much you can’t change anything about your early life and its affects on you. That
change in truth and conscious awareness had the effect of changing everything we were doing, in that
we too were then able to shift our orientation with you, so everyone in all the groups were affected by
you, changed, refocused, and that took some doing. It’s like having a computer program that is fixed in
working one way to achieve such desired results, that which has comprised your Healing up to that time;
then suddenly there’s a complete overhaul, an update, with a whole new focus, so we had to change
everything to go with you, to align ourselves with that new focus of yours. So you have no idea as to the
effect you have on us, all from sitting on our couch “going through your shit”.
And as you’re soon to have another major change like that, so we’re getting ready for that whole ‘update
and refocus’.
James: So Nanna Beth, I just had a thought; all this girl fantasy stuff of mine that I’ve been fixated on
over the years, and how it’s changed, and is still changing now with all this Taylor stuff, is a lot of that
coming from one of your attending soulgroups?
Nanna Beth: Yes, exactly, all the sexual side of your life James. The whole fantasy aspect of you, so
sexual and other fantasies, like your lake and ponds, your house and living by yourself that you’re
‘dreaming’ about more now, everything else over time that you’ve worked your way through, all to do
with Nature, all involves them. And then that is all worked into the creative soulgroup that attends you
which works with you on all your movies and novels and other mind fantasy bits and pieces. So when
you are writing on their movies, it’s a joint effort, part them and part yourself, a bit of Indwelling Spirit,
Angels and Nature Spirits thrown in too; and then it all happens in ‘real time’ in that the movie script
might have already been drawn up, but it’s fluid, so you might decide to change it and they will go with
you, or they will change it taking it in a different direction than what was originally thought because of
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what’s happen with you as you’ve been writing it. And then it’s all thought up along the lines that best
suit you, so with your continual emphasis on the New Way.
My group works specifically helping you understand the bigger picture stuff, like this, and when you are
moving in truth, helping you to see it and integrate it into what you need as determined by the
Melchizedeks. So then our group will work intensely with your creative group so as to use the movies
to keep imparting more information, understanding and truth to you.
You James, and it’s the same with Marion, are a ‘group effort’. It doesn’t have to be like this with
Avonal pairs, so we understand, as you can do it all yourself without the need of such spirit help, just
working it all with your Angels in conjunction with your Melchizedek advisors, but you and Marion
have both in your different ways, although it was already factored into your soul, decided to be open to,
and want, and enjoy, such input from us Celestials, of which we are eternally grateful for, Because if
you’d decided to ‘go it on your own’ then we’d not be doing all this with you. And that also includes
your ‘delegation’ to other people on Earth, like John. You don’t actually need him or anyone else’s
help. You could do it all yourselves. Jesus and Mary chose a few mortal helpers, even though they
didn’t need any either, and they didn’t have any spirit helpers, only the Melchizedek advisors and their
Angels; but you are inviting a massive amount of people and spirits to help you, thereby personally
engaging the whole of humanity at this significant time of ending the Rebellion. Which is very nice of
you James, and which as I said, we’re all so thankful for, because look at all the experience you are
offering us, so, so, so much, you have no idea.
And in one way it makes it all harder for you because you have to deal with everyone else involved, and
as they are not all seeing it how you do, that complicates things for you; and yet again, it also affords
you added experiences you’d not otherwise have, which is unique because of the end of the Rebellion
and Default.
James: You mean like often speaking with your grandson?
Nanna Beth: Exactly. And you are very privileged to know him! You have even delegated a huge
amount of your ‘power’ to the Melchizedeks. Who then delegate or down-step it to us. So we are very
fortunate indeed!
All of this you and Marion deciding on before your incarnation and which we’re all helping you
understand when we can.
James: So you and your group are always working to ‘feed me’ these little bits of information to slowly
expand my whole understanding?
Nanna Beth: Yes, all in keeping with the truth-circuits you’re constantly working through. So with each
circuit we are to ‘present’ you with new insight and understanding. And we all ‘do our part’, your soul,
we spirits, the Angels, Bob (James’ indwelling spirit), Verna (a Nature Spirit), all adding to all you need
in accordance with your Avonal Mandate. So as you live it, it unfolds and more of it is given to us by
our Melchizedek Advisors to pass through to you.
So when we write like this, I know specifically which parts of truth, insight and understanding I am to
convey to you, so we of my group work to ensure that happens, as we work my answers around so as to
include it all.
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I’m actually a bit tardy in it James because I am always having to remain attuned to your mind ensuing
what I just passed to you, you write sufficiently. One of the women spirits – Erena is terrific at it, she
will grasp what we’re to convey to you, then have it all formulated as we progress, flashing to me what
to say and what to change as you type. ‘Nanna Beth’ is really a group effort. So the most significant
insights that I manage to pass onto you, you can actually thank Erena for.
Erena: Don’t listen to Beth, she’s too humble, she’s just as good as I am. The whole point is, James, we
want you to understand that we’re a ‘group affair’, and we love being involved with you like this, truly,
it’s the most fantastic thing. And it’s only going to get better, I can tell you that, as your communication
with spirits and everyone else is only going to increase as you move through your Healing, and
particularly once it ends. I’ll give back to Beth.
Nanna Beth: Yes, it sure is a group effort. And it couldn’t be any other way James, it’s too much for
one of us. Which is something we’re coming to appreciate doing this with you as to why we have a
whole soulgroup acting as ‘one person’ with you, so it takes the 24 of us to do all we need to do in
something like this small bit of communication we’re doing now!
And all the time we’re discussing, sharing, expressing everything we think and feel about every part of it,
all so we keep growing in truth. So we’ll go over all we’ve said to you today seeing how it makes us all
feel and what we think, which helps us decide what we should do next time, when we need to make you
feel like speaking with us again. So when you are speaking with a Celestial, you can know there are 23
others involved in it with you.
And another part I play is coordinating the others speaking with you. It all comes through me to you,
however often what I am saying to you is coming directly from one of the others, I ‘channel’ them so to
speak. And because we’re all harmonised so well together with you, so I can make it all seem like it’s
just myself, but really, we all get to have our say with you. And that too is such a great part of it,
because when I am ‘relaying’ the others, really it’s as if through me they are experiencing it like they
were speaking directly to you themselves, so they get something of the experience as well. So no one
misses out, we’re all doing and involved in it equally. And that goes with everything. So as a soulgroup,
we’re all harmonised in all we are doing together, so it’s like we’re all experiencing it through each
other, which keeps us altogether, united and able to explore all the slight differences with each other. So
as ‘one’ we all grow, evolve and ascend in truth together.
And being so close in all we do then fosters a great amount of love for each other. We become very
close in our soulgroup, each group does, the group even in a way becoming something like an extension
of our soulmate union and love. We sort of feel like we’re all just one big soulmate group, so it’s an
incredible experience.
I’ll go James, as you’re tiring. Your mind is starting to wander. We’ll speak to you soon. Bye now.
Thank you Nanna Beth, and everyone.
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FEELING HEALING is to LIBERATE OUR TRUE SELVES:
One's soul is always true and perfect. It is the source of our feelings. When we long for the
truth of a feeling, we are looking within one's self and the truth of that feeling will progressively
unfold.
Our mind is that cluttering confused chaos that has imprisoned our soul. Our mind wants
control. It demands and causes us great difficulties. One can liken it to a wrecking ball that
has encased within it our always beautiful perfect soul, being our real self. The mind dominates
our brain. Our mind is stuffed full of our childhood upbringing errors.
Our parents typically followed the chaotic path of nurturing that they were subjected to, and so
it goes on, generation after generation. By the time we are six we have allowed our will to be
encased by the wrecking ball of errors of our nurturing. We now have to feel through those
errors and injuries and free our soul, free our will. Our soul based will is always what we are
to express.
Beliefs become Faith, but when we experience it, then it becomes Knowing. And it is in
reaching the Knowing that one becomes perfected in that aspect of who and what we are.
When we long for the truth of the emotion, it will most often be unsettling to say the least. This
is because there is little that our parents taught us that is in truth. Our will has been
suppressed by our upbringing so that we could be like them.
Childhood repression encrust our wrecking ball mind which in turn suppresses our soul based
feelings that are in perfect harmony and peace being based on love and truth as given to us by
our Heavenly Parents. To shatter the wrecking ball we are to feel for the truth of all of our
feelings, good and bad.
MIND

SOUL
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WE ENDURE FOUR LAYERS of PERSONALITY SUPPRESSION!
Unknowingly, our parents pass onto their children (us) their beliefs
and way of living that has evolved since the Rebellion, some
200,000 years ago, and then the Default, some 38,000 years ago. In
this way, humanity is suppressing the female, rejecting our Spiritual
Parents, namely Jesus and Mary, and denying our Heavenly Parents
being our true Mother and Father, of Their truth, standing and
existence.
The Rebellion is against love, the Default is all the difficulties
we have in our relationships because of our rebellion. Healing
the Default is becoming true, to ourselves and in our
relationships, and ending our unlovingness – our rejection of
love, so ending the Rebellion.
Nanna Beth 29 June 2017
We are souls, our personality is an expression of our soul. It is our
free expression of our soul through our feelings that we are to
embrace and follow. This expression may appear to be wilful in
nature, from time to time, and consequently our parents’ attempt to
suppress this expression. They proceed to remodel us when as
young children, in the manner their parents treated them and so on
for many generations going back.
During our forming years, as a child, we are unable to recognise the
suppression of our personality as being extra-ordinarily harmful to
our soul based personality and, accordingly, we don’t know that
things can be any other way. Presently, neither do our parents.
This childhood suppression way of living continues throughout our
schooling years, thus we learn this is a way of life that is normal.
Our religions all have been formed based on the tenets of the
Rebellion and Default. The teachers and leaders throughout all
denominations take us further away from our suppressed feelings
that have been hammered into us during our forming years, thus
entrenching us further into rejecting our true selves.
The controlling and suppression mechanisms of our parents,
educators and spiritual teachers all manifest throughout all of
commerce. This control comes heavily and brutally down upon all
levels of employment. The capability to express one’s soul based
attributes and gifts is sealed throughout all of one’s working life.
A new way of living is to enable the liberation of one’s true
personality through the Feeling Healing process AND the transfer
of authority to the individual via embracing freedom of expression.
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WHAT IS THIS ALL ABOUT?
Our soul is at all times pristine and perfect, it is the source of one’s intelligence,
knowledge and wisdom, and is the gift of creation by our Heavenly Parents.
At conception, our soul brings our spirit body into being in Creation along with
our physical body that uses the spirit body as its template. Our mind within the
spirit body, from that moment onwards, begins to absorb the personality
attributes of our physical parents. This includes the positive and negatives they
hold, their beliefs, truthful and also in error, their injuries from emotional discord
and those from their own parents and any carers including extended family.
Our soul becomes entombed in the controlling natures of one’s mind. These
erroneous ways of life, beliefs of control smother and suppress our soul. We are
meant to express our feelings, those of our soul. We are smothered by our parents
control natures, we are best considered to be ‘trophies’! We, in our forming years,
are controlled, suppressed, belittled, humiliated, and taught a great deal of
untruth. Mind you, so were our parents. The cycle must be ended!
Many of us are introduced to religious organisations, all of which amplify further the feelingdenial and the truth-denial that we are being conditioned with. Our soul is to express and
embrace, not deny and suppress. These organisations are founded on the need to control. They
are an expression and amplification of the evilness that our parents convey! The teachings are at
best misguided, retarding one’s progression with mind based limited understandings.
Only those people who are actively using their feelings to uncover the truth of themselves will find
any real inner peace once they have finished their healing. And all that will be happening will also
help them to feel bad through this process, all so they can bring to light all the untruth and error
of their ways, all the pain of their early childhood, and all the wrongness their parents have made
them be.
Our controlling minds are to be side stepped and we are to express our feelings. It is our soul
based feelings that are in truth. Our mind imprisons and retards our true selves, being our souls.
For those who want to sincerely grow in truth, the truth of themselves, nature and God, are to do
so through their feelings, then they will also have to readily embrace both Mary and Jesus so as to
accept help from their Spirits of Truth, and look to God as being both their Mother and Father.
To be free of one’s evil state, errors and injuries, this will only happen when one has experienced
the full truth of it, and so that means, when you have felt the whole truth of it through your
feelings – all the different aspects and parts of it.
We are to apply our longing, apply our will, but not with our mind, although it can help one to
determine what you want to do, but with and through one’s feelings. We can’t long with our
mind, we have to FEEL-long. Our longing is an expression of what we feel. We feel we want
God’s love, so we express that feeling in our longing. By embracing our Heavenly Parent’s Love
with our Feeling-Healing, then we are enhancing our endeavours and progressing with our SoulHealing.
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WE TUMBLE INTO THE ABYSS BY SUBMITTING OUR
WILL TO THAT OF OUR PARENTS:
At the moment of conception your soul activated your will to
become of your Earth parents, you in effect, agreed to accept all
that they were; to partake of their negative states, which they
subjected and impressed on you through your formative years. By
the time you became an adult you were a product of them, wholly
a part of the negative mind state of this world. Currently you are
imperfect and will only regain perfection of soul once you have
completed your soul-healing.
Jesus
Message 33 (part) 9 January 2003
NOW WE CAN CLIMB OUT
EMBRACING OUR FEELINGS:

OF

THE

ABYSS

BY

Life IS ALL ABOUT FEELINGS. YOUR FEELINGS ARE YOU –
ACCEPT THEM, AND YOU'RE ACCEPTING YOURSELF.
Only by following what Mary says regarding the doing of your soulhealing, the honouring and living true to your bad feelings and
exposing all your childhood repression will you be able to heal all such
pain and problems.
The Truth of your world is all about you. Many generations have
believed in and tried to live how the Bible says, but has it healed all ills?
Have wars and hatred stopped? And why have Christians done so
many bad things? Why does all the self-criticism and self-denial still
exist? Why are people mostly only interested in gaining power; and
why do the rich still dominate the poor?
The religions and spiritual systems of humanity have failed to deliver life in the promised land, living
free from all pain and suffering. And they will continue to fail because they themselves are founded on
the negative. They are not true; do not teach the Truths of Divine Love; do not encourage people to live
true to their feelings.
You are hopelessly bound up in your parent’s lives. They have made it that way. The freedom and selfcontrol you may feel you have is only relative to them. They – your very own mind – is the evil one, you
are the evil one living with your mind overpowering you in every moment. The Golden rule is: never
interfere with another’s will.
I, Mary, was able to feel my feelings, as I was not trained too heavily to deny them, and then with and
through them, find out the truth my soul wanted me to see. The truth of your negative state is what’s
missing from your world. It’s the only thing that will open the way to show the right and true and
correct way to live.
The Rejected Ones – Living True to One’s Feelings
by James Moncrief
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AVONAL PAIR to be RESPONSIBLE for SPIRITAL WELLBEING of EARTH:

Heavenly Parents The Paradise Pairs, children of God, are
Father
Mother

all only concerned with the spiritual
wellbeing and upliftment of the planets
and local universe. Creator Son and
Daughter, Mary and Jesus, are focused
upon the spiritual wellbeing and
upliftment of the whole of Nebadon which
involves Earth, one of 3.8 million planets.

The Spirits of Truth of
the Avonal Pair are to join with the
Spirits of Truth of Mary and Jesus.

The Council of Elders, 12 Celestial soulmate pairs, being a Soul Group, guide to Founder of the
Global Humanitarian Fund that is to disseminate Feeling Healing and Soul Healing guidance.
while living in
the physical of earth, are to complete their Feeling Healing whilst
embracing Divine Love, thus completing their Soul Healing.
Being the first humans to do so, they will subsequently, upon
their physical deaths, release their Spirits of Truth so that the
whole of humanity, for the next 1,000 years, can embrace and
progress in their soul development through Feeling Healing.

Through the Global Humanitarian Fund, humanity is to
be introduced to the processes of Feeling Healing and
Soul Healing. Further, they will also become aware that
our Spiritual Teachers of Truth for the next 1,000 years
will be the Avonal Pair who will be handed this task
from Jesus and Mary, and much, much more.
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This time, in the history of humanity, is the
most exciting time ever experienced.
This is the time that man is now able to evolve in its spiritual development. Man has endured
200,000 years of Rebellion and compounded this with the Default of some 38,000 years, now it
has been provided with the guidance to put aside the negativities of the Rebellion and Default.
With the guidance that was provided through James Padgett (1914 through to 1923), man
became again aware of the availability of Divine Love from our Heavenly Parents. This also
heralded the handover. That is, the commencement of the end times of the involvement by
Mary and Jesus in the spiritual affairs of humanity on Earth.
Soul groups that have been in place during Mary and
Jesus’ 2,000 year involvement with Earth have
progressively handed over to soul groups that have been
forming since 100 years ago. The older soul groups
have mostly progressed on further towards Paradise.
The second revelation to follow from the availability of Divine Love is the processes of Feeling
Healing and Soul Healing. These are being revealed through and by Marion and James
Moncrief. Upon their completion of Soul Healing and upon their deaths they will release their
Spirits of Truth which will unify with the Spirits of Truths of Mary and Jesus so that humanity,
in whole, will have access to these knowings and guidance for the next 1,000 years.
Mary and Jesus, being responsible for the spiritual wellbeing and upliftment of the whole of
Nebadon, are to withdraw from their direct involvement with Earth and hand over the
responsibilities to an Avonal Pair who take individual responsibility for the spiritual wellbeing
and upliftment of individual planets and their associated Mansion Worlds, in this case, Earth
exclusively.
For the next 1,000 years, via the Avonal Pair and the newly forming Soul Groups, Earth will be
able to evolve through embracing Feeling Healing, and with Divine Love, one’s Soul Healing.
These newly formed Soul Groups are effectively ‘Council of Elders’ to assist humans living in
the physical on Earth to enable all to be aware of the way to evolve.
With the absolute end of the Rebellion, this is the first time in 200,000 years that mankind,
humanity, can take control of his and her destiny and evolve in love and truth for all eternity!
Throughout this coming era, our spiritual leaders will be an Avonal Pair, yet to be identified.
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Andon and Fonta, our first parents to long for our Heavenly Parents, lived nearly 1,000,000 years
ago. Naïve humanity was seduced by high spirits, the Lucifer pair, to believe they could be gods
through their minds, thus men subjected women to subordinacy 200,000 years ago. This was added
to by the default of the Adamic pair more than 38,000 years ago when they failed in their mission.

When Jesus with Mary achieved their full Regency of Nebadon, in 26 CE, they immediately had the
Lucifer and Satan soulmate pairs assigned to a spirit world prison. Since then, the Creator Pair have
been preparing for the end of the Rebellion and Default for humanity of Earth. The Avonal Pair now
on Earth, once commencing their Healing, brought about the imprisonment of the Caligastia and
Daligastia pairs in the early 1990s. As the Avonal Pair advanced with their Healing they brought
about the formal end of the Rebellion and Default, on 31 January 2018. It is now for all of humanity
to embrace the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair and undertake their healing of the imposts of the
Rebellion and Default.

Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair will guide us
through our Feeling Healing and into the
Celestial Heavens with Divine Love, then the
Spirits of Truth of the Creator Pair will lead us
through the Celestial Heavens and out through
Nebadon towards our Heavenly Mother and
Father in Paradise.
Each generation of 25 years or so will see marginal embracement
of Feeling Healing, however 1,000 years will achieve
universality.

A few will complete their healing
during their lifetime but for many it will be incremental.
Universality of Feeling Healing with Divine Love will see the mitigation of discomfort, pain and
illness as well as the imposts of global warming and earth changes. As those events are to ensure that
each of us embrace our feelings, both good and bad, down to the very core, so that we fully come to
know who we truly are. Sciences will endeavour to remove pain only to see disease manifest in
different forms. Earth disturbances are a result of the Harmonic Convergence of the late 1980s,
increasing the rotation of the Earth’s central core, this will only abate when humanity has universally
embraced Feeling Healing. These influences are only imposed upon us so that we do not step back
into the Rebellion and Default through complacency. Live Feelings First. We are to become the true
personalities we are, that being daughters and sons of our Heavenly Mother and Father.
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Revelation 1: Our soul becomes encrusted
with harmful ways of life, plus negative and
erroneous beliefs, these mainly stem from our
childhood upbringing and environment. Thus
we live untrue to ourselves, we become ‘evil’.
Whilst we hold to these injuries we limit the
amount of Love that we can receive into our
soul. To open our soul to the Love we must
firstly and progressively feel into our
emotional injuries and allow them to be
released. Until we emotionally experience
past errors and injuries we hold onto them.
To free our soul of damage and toxic emotions
we must open ourselves to experiencing them.
This is a progressive, slow and uncomfortable
cleansing process that we must all experience.
Only by addressing the generational injuries
will we, as humanity, evolve in love.
To fully divest one’s self of our badness, we have to ‘go into’ our feelings. Call this process of
clearing toxic emotions as ‘Letting Go’, ‘Emotional Processing’, ‘Journey Process’ or ‘Feeling
Healing’. Embracing Divine Love then Feeling Healing becomes Soul Healing.
As part of our Feeling-Healing we will have to work our way into all our feelings to see if indeed
they are coming truly from our heart and soul, or if they are being heavily influenced by our
mind. And this will then lead us into questioning and uncovering the truth, if there is any, to
our beliefs and why we behave the way we do; and is such behaviour based on truth, or is it
based once again on untruth, belief, and rules of our mind.
Revelation 2: We can long for, ask for and receive the
Mother and Father’s Divine Love. The greater our soul
is free of error and injury, the more of the Divine Love
can be received and assimilated into our natural love
formed soul. The Love does not free us of injury,
however, it strengthens our resolve to continue on our
journey to be free of error and injury, to step away from
evil aspects that have been encapsulated within our
humanness and soul. It is this Love, the Divine Love,
that brings about immortality of our soul and it is this
Love that will eventually fit us to enter the Celestial
Heavens and progress for ever more onwards to
Paradise. These two revelations free us from error and
enable us to grow in love ever more.

Immortality with the Love.
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REVELATION
James Padgett

1914 – 1923

REVELATION
Marion and James
Moncrief
2002
– ongoing

James Padgett bravely introduced the availability of the
Mother and Father’s Divine Love and a great deal of
additional guidance and information, all of which has been
supplemented by Samuels, Judas, Reid and Arnold. All
writers were under restrictions of personality and
circumstances. Revelation 1 opened the door for humanity.

Marion and James Moncrief have recognised the need for one
to engage in Feeling Healing and, by their actions, removed
restrictions that James Padgett and others above endured,
thus JM is able to critique the writings of the past 100 years
resolving points of confusion as well as expand on what has
been written. Revelation 2 is humanity’s turning point.

Due to the extra-ordinary nature of Revelations 1 and 2, humanity with the first Revelation would
have continued on into its negative pathway of living, however, combining the first Revelation with
Revelation two, now humanity can embrace this turning point and commence its evolutionary
growth that has required two thousand years to put in place. This is the greatest event in the
history of humanity and very few are aware of such, until we enable others to become aware.
Negative Spirit Influence
blocked
22 March 2017
Law of Compensation
quickening
22 May 2017
Rebellion and Default
officially ended
31 January 2018
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END to the REBELLION and DEFAULT – 31 January 2018:
31 January 2018: Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven spirit: Yes John, very good news we want to pass
onto you for your records. Earth and the seven associated Mansion Worlds (including the two Earth
planes) are officially now fully under the control of Celestial spirits. And this means John, that Earth is
now ‘Ours’. It’s been a long time coming, but it’s a huge milestone and marks a tangible and real end to
the Rebellion and Default. It’s one of a number of ‘End’s’ that are to occur.
With the departure of the Caligastias and Daligastias some years ago, humanity has been in a state a
limbo so far as who is doing what with it, it not being allowed to be left alone so it could do whatever it
liked, it always needing to have a spirit connection. With the mind spirits, as we’ve told you, basically
calling the shots still happy to ignorantly carry out C&D’s plans. But now with our systematic and
progressive take over, we’re now in complete control.
And what that means is we have our fingers in every pie and we’re on the case so far as what everyone
is doing. However it doesn’t mean we’re taking over and telling humanity what to do and how to be,
although we are able to work more with certain individuals directly and indirectly helping to move or
point or orientate (depending on how you want to look at it) individuals, groups of people, whole
societies, the whole world, according to the plans given to us by the Melchizedek Receivers.
So humanity will still carry on outworking it’s unloving, untrue and rebellious state, that has to be
worked through to its natural conclusion, however we want you to understand and just know that it’s
another end of things and beginning of the new. And it’s basically what we’ve been working with you
in connection with James this past year to achieve. There is a lot more to it and how and why it’s been
done, and done as it has been done, however you can find out about all of that when you come over.
So we Celestials will guide humanity now according to what our Mother and Father want, so humanity’s
got a real tangible safety-net under it now, so no more ‘downside risk’, it all being to move it toward
doing its Healing.
I’ll speak again soon – love Nanna Beth.
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U-TURN for HUMANITY:
Why are we doing a U-Turn?
We are doing a U-Turn because the year 2017 heralded the end of the
Rebellion and Default. For two hundred thousand years, humanity
has been going in the wrong direction.
What is this fundamental step that will change our way of living?
We are to come to understand / know the foundational cause of all our feelings,
both good and bad. As we explore and investigate our feelings, each time they
arise, one by one, we are to talk them through, express them to a companion or
friend or anyone who will listen. As we express them, while at the same time
coming to understand how they have come about, we will find that they will be
resolved and that they will not come up again.

Feeling
Healing with
Divine Love is
the key!

We will find that all of our feelings / emotions have their foundations from our
childhood. And by childhood, that is from the time of one’s conception all the
way through to about the age of six. It is the repression of our childhood
feelings that is the base or foundational cause of each and every one of our adult
personality issues, pains, difficulties, illnesses and distressful life experiences.
We have to see the whole truth of our negative or self-denial state, before we can heal it and be
free of it.
The vital difference between emotions and feelings is:
 emotions have their roots in the past,
 feelings relate to the present moment,
 emotions represent feelings not previously expressed,
 and these accumulate over time.
Many emotional clearing processes encourage us to look into our feelings, however, none go so far as to
drill down into the core foundation of any emotional feeling to the point that we strive to KNOW the
core issue, the origin of the feeling, be it good or bad, and actually come to know what it is!
The Journey Process is generally known worldwide. It stops short of longing to know, that is asking for
the knowing of the events that brought about such a feeling. Yes, we are to acknowledge the feeling,
say being angry. Then accept that behind that anger is the feeling of being small, and then look at the
underlying reason of why we are feeling small. What is the truth behind that feeling? Ask our Heavenly
Parents what is behind all of this feeling. What is the foundation, the origin of the feeling? All the time
talking it out, expressing it, with a friend. The expressing of the experience is the release of the emotion
/ feeling, this is what removes it for ever from within our essence, our soul.
Why ask our Heavenly Parents? I thought God was just God – singular?
This is part of the revealings that have been unfolding for us very recently – that is – since 2002.
We are made in the image of God. This has been understood for centuries, for 2,000 years. Our soul is
duplex. Our soul expresses itself through two personalities. One soul ‘subdivides’ into two, one half
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always being female and the other half always being male. We are a reflection of how God is. God
being one Soul is expressed as Mother and Father. God is two personalities. They are soulmates. And
each of us has a soulmate, and our soulmate is always of the opposite sex, because the Mother and
Father are the opposite sex.
Thus, when we long for the truth behind a feeling, then we can long to our Heavenly Mother and Father.
Only they can tell us. No spirit personality can tell us. No canonised saint can tell us, we may as well
ask our next door neighbour. That would be just as productive. Mary and Jesus can’t tell us, as they are
also spirit personalities.
I was taught that Jesus was God? And what is this about Mary?
Mary of Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth were both born free from sin. Neither of them are God. They
are both children of God, just like you and me.
History needs to be corrected. Both Jesus of Nazareth and Mary of Magdalene became at one (At-One)
with our Heavenly Mother and Father during their physical lives here on Earth in the first century; Jesus
in the year 26CE and Mary in the year 33CE, or there abouts. Jesus died aged 35 (born 7BC died 29CE),
and Mary died aged 47 or 48 (born 2BC died 47CE).
Further, their sojourn on Earth was the completion of their process to become the full Regents of the
sector of planets that is referred to as Nebadon. The region within our super-universe that is referred to
as Nebadon contains 3.8 million inhabited planets. If you look into the night sky, each star / sun
potentially has between none to three inhabited planets within its orbit. Within Nebadon, the soulmate
pair, namely Mary and Jesus, are our Spiritual Teachers of Truth. Their domain is all 3.8 million
physical planets plus their associated spirit worlds. Each physical world has seven associated spirit
worlds, which is the case for Earth being one of the 37 that have rebelled.
Some 200,000 years ago, Lucifer with his soulmate and his deputy, Satan with his soulmate, brought
about a rebellion on 37 of the inhabited planets within the region called Satania, one of the local
universal systems of Nebadon. Earth compounded the situation through the Default of Adam and Eve
about 38,000 years ago. Thus the population of Earth, being in the worst condition through the
Rebellion and Default, became the location for Mary and Jesus to have their physical experience to
complete their ascendancy to full Regency of the local universal system being Nebadon.
Their lives on Earth was the start of the unravelling of the Rebellion and Default. Upon Jesus becoming
At-One with our Mother and Father, he was then vested with the authority and power to have the
Lucifers and Satans arrested, and they now reside exiled within a prison world.
Notice that there were no records of Jesus and Mary’s teachings and experiences made during their
physical life. That was because they did not specifically come here for us, they came for the benefit of
all peoples of all planets and spirit worlds throughout Nebadon.
As they are Paradise descending spirits, they have Spirits of Truth. Upon Mary and Jesus’ death, they
released their Spirits of Truth. As spirits, Jesus and Mary are how we will be, once we’ve finished our
Soul Healing. They can only be in one place at any one time. However, it is their Spirits of Truth
throughout Nebadon that we can connect with for guidance. It is through their Spirits of Truth that spirit
personalities can progress through and out of Nebadon.
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Those planets that have Rebelled need further assistance, and they need it on a localised manner. This
can only be provided by another bestowal of a Paradise Pair, and that is in the form and manner of an
Avonal soulmate pair who come here specifically for us.
What is the purpose of an Avonal pair, and are they here on Earth?
Unlike Jesus and Mary who were always free from sin and did not experience how to heal themselves,
the Avonal pair are to experience all of the extremes of evilness and then proceed to heal themselves.
Mary and Jesus through their bestowal on Earth ended the Lucifers spiritual rebellion in Nebadon; the
Avonals bestowal is primarily concerned with ending the Default of Adam and Eve by the Avonals
themselves personally healing the effects of such a damaging Fall.
The soulmate Avonal pair are to be, and have been, subjected to the extremes of childhood suppression
and repression, and then, through their Feeling Healing, are experiencing all the facets of emerging truth
as they slowly progress through a protracted and difficult healing process. As they reach specific
milestones, this also enables those in the Celestial Heavens, (the three worlds where Celestials reside) to
be empowered to assist us in the physical on Earth.
The first considered milestone was the arresting and imprisonment of the Caligastia soulmate pair and
the Daligastia soulmate pair. After the arrest of the Lucifers and Satans in the first century, as nothing
further occurred, the Caligastias and Daligastias continued on from spirit as if they were kings and
queens, suppressing all of humanity and with plans to take over the universe. It was possibly in the
early 1990s that they were ‘judged’ and ‘removed’. They were caught unaware that an Avonal bestowal
pair were on Earth.
How is all this becoming known? Has Jesus and Mary communicated directly to Earth?
Unlike in the first century, when no records were kept (as the event related to all of Nebadon and it was
actually setting the stage for the Avonal bestowal pair to arrive on Earth), every effort to retain records
in great detail of this current series of events is now being attended to. Consider this. The New
Testament of the Bible is some 300 pages. The records of the Second Coming, which this is, the
primary records are possibly 6,000 pages, with direct complementary records increasing that to over
10,000 pages and with all the supplementary records to date, there may be as many as 40,000 pages,
certainly well over 30,000 pages of material presently.
Jesus directly communicated through James Padgett from 1914 to 1923. Mary of Magdalene (Mary M)
has directly communicated through James Moncrief from 2002 and is ongoing. Jesus has also
communicated directly through James Moncrief. Neither have ever directly communicated through any
one else, however, some Celestial Spirit personalities have provided information through other
personalities on Earth with the support and approval of Jesus and Mary, thus some confusion, though the
quality of the information is very reliable.
You say this is the Second Coming? You say I am living during the time of the Second Coming?
Yes you are. And it's more than that. This is the Second Coming, the End Times and the Handover!
In fulfilment of the prophecy in the first century, the Second Coming commenced on 31 May 1914
through the writings with James Padgett and concluded in 2014 through the writings with James
Moncrief.
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The End Times are well advanced. Mary and Jesus are well advanced in handing over their direct
involvement with Earth to those within the Celestial Heavens. When this is completed, the Handover
will also occur. The Hand Over is to the Avonal Bestowal pair and it is they who will guide the
population on Earth through their Feeling Healing processes for the next 1,000 years, being the next
spiritual age. The Handover will take place after the Avonal pair complete their personal Healing of the
Rebellion and Default. Then will follow with their Spirits of Truth being officially liberated in
alignment with Mary M and Jesus’ Spirits of Truth upon their death.
Major events have occurred with the progression of the Avonal pair's Feeling Healing, which they are
also doing whilst embracing our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love, thus they are doing their Soul Healing.
Early 1990s:
22 March 2017:
31 March 2017:
22 May 2017:
2 December 2017:
8 December 2017:
31 January 2018:

The arrest of the Caligastia and Daligastia soulmate pairs.
Negative spirit influence was blocked.
Angel assisted healing will become available upon the Avonal pair completing
their own Feeling Healing, being with Divine Love, thus it being Soul Healing.
Law of Compensation quickening.
Psychic Barriers maintaining the Rebellion and Default were cracked.
Bring on the money to ‘house the future of humanity’.
Earth and the seven associated Mansion Worlds (including the two Earth planes)
are officially now fully under the control of Celestial spirits. This marks a
tangible and real end to the Rebellion and Default.

How does this all fit into our future way of living?

The whole human race is suffering from repressed childhood and mind control.
Through one’s Feeling Healing, and should we embrace our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love, then with
their Love we are doing our Soul Healing, and eventually we can live totally in accordance with our
soul based feelings and live free from error – no more fear and no more physical illnesses is possible!

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
Our soul is always perfect. In fact, we are the complete package. All that we need to know is within our
soul. This knowledge has been denied from us since the time of the Rebellion and compounded by the
Default. That is what was brought upon us by the Lucifers and his cohorts. We have always been meant
to live true to our soul based feelings but we were taught to embrace our error riddled mind – this was
aided by our parents – unknowingly all parents have taught their children to be mind dominant. This is
the Great U-Turn. We are to feel and live by our feelings and express our feelings, our mind will
follow in support, not the other way around.
“Many people look for a person, spirit, angel, even God, for supreme guidance, however it’s all right
there already built in – in our feelings. Feelings guide us through our ascension of truth. So they are
really our Supreme Guides. We just have to submit to them, allowing them to take us where they will,
expressing all the parts we want to express, letting the emotion drive that expression if it’s there to be
expressed, or just talking about all we feel and how feeling that feeling is making us feel – or, how we
feel about having that feeling, all whilst longing for the truth of our feelings. Longing for the truth of
our feelings is really: Longing for the truth of our self, because: we are our feelings. So life stirs up
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our feelings, we feel being alive; or, being alive means we are feeling, always feeling; and when we
work out what and why we are feeling what we are, so then we know the truth of how we are. And over
time the truth accumulates, and our mind expands our understanding of ourselves, all being driven from
our feelings.”
Kevin of the 1st Celestial Heaven 26 September 2017
(Kevin Cooper died 10 August 2012, through Feeling Healing became Celestial on 7 August 2017.)
It is through the assistance of the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair, upon the completion of their Soul
Healing, that we will be guided through our Feeling Healing process, and should we embrace our
Mother and Father’s Divine Love, then our Soul Healing.
Then should we embrace Mary and Jesus as our Spiritual Teachers of Truth, their Spirits of Truth will
lead us on the path through the Celestial Heavens where we will certainly meet up with our soulmate
and join our soulgroup, which will eventually consist of twelve soulmate pairs. Then as a soulgroup, the
Spirits of Truth of Mary and Jesus will lead us up through and out of Nebadon towards Paradise.
It is then our Mother and Father in Paradise who draw us to them and we will eventually meet our
Heavenly Parents.
Meanwhile, while we live on Earth, we will have assistance and guidance previously denied to us
throughout the era of the Rebellion and Default. Under the Contract controlling and managing the
Rebellion and Default, the powers and capabilities of our Celestial Heaven spirit personalities, all three
worlds of them, were heavily restricted and almost of no assistance to us at all. Further, Nature Spirits
and our Angels were heavily denied contact with us physical people because of the Rebellion and
Default, all of which is soon to change, so we can look directly to them for help concerning healing
ourselves and understanding all aspects of nature.
As we embrace our Feeling Healing, Celestial spirits will and can greatly assist us. In fact, during the
year of 2017 they have blocked all mind spirits from the Natural Love Mansion Worlds: 1, 2, 4 and 6
from interfering with us. Celestials have taken control of all facets of living and life on Earth.
Celestials are those spirits who have completed their Feeling Healing and progressed through Divine
Love Mansion Worlds 3, 5 and 7 and now live in the higher Celestial Heavens, 1, 2 and 3 (when we
become At One with our Heavenly Parents then we leave the Mansion Worlds and progress through the
next three spheres related to Earth, hence the Celestial Heavens are also referred to as being numbered 8,
9 and 10).
The Nature Spirits of Earth, who live in the third
Earth plane, can now directly interact with those
who are embracing their Feeling Healing. Nature
Spirits are essentially ‘angels in waiting’. They
have been on Earth prior to anything that we now
see living in nature. When they first started to
arrive, there was no life in the seas or on land. They
have consequently witnessed everything that has
happened on Earth, including all prior human
civilisations that we continue to largely remain
ignorant of. Their knowledge and assistance is of
great importance to us. We are to interact with
them on an ever increasing scale. They are to
become an invaluable source of information for us concerning how we are best to live with nature.
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Further, we may become more aware of our Indwelling Spirit, which arrives for each of us during our
sixth year, as we now progress with our Feeling Healing, or with Divine Love, our Soul Healing.
And all of this is possible as we embrace our Feeling Healing process, acknowledge and accept the
Avonal pair, acknowledge and accept our Spiritual Teachers of Truth, namely Mary and Jesus, and more
importantly, grow to love our Heavenly Parents, our true Mother and Father.
We do not need intermediaries, rituals, liturgy, dogmas, creeds, fancy clothing, or institutions. It is our
soul based feelings and expressions that we may exchange directly with our Heavenly Parents. Groups
may form to assist each other, and that is our choice and within our free will.
This is the greatest event in the history of humanity.
This is the Great U-Turn that humanity will embrace throughout the next 1,000 years.

MoC 1,480
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GEMS for ALL PEOPLE of all AGES to EMBRACE:

The GOLDEN AGE!

to OTHERS
to MYSELF

Strive to love others as I am to love myself
At any time, any where, and in any way you so please:
Approach our Heavenly Parents, in reverence, without fear or trepidation, just as we, as a child,
approach our earthly parents knowing that open loving arms are extended to receive us at all
times. As one’s love grows for our Mother and Father in the Heavens, we come to know with
absolute clarity and certainty that our Heavenly Parents, loves you and me and everyone in
return, at all times, and that fear is an illusion created by man’s mind.
God, who is our Heavenly Mother and Father, is almighty, all powerful, infinite, and all loving.
The love of the Heavenly Parents for Their children, man, has been and is always infinite and
ever present. As one’s faith evolves, one’s love for our Heavenly Parents will have no limit. As
we grow in Their love, so will we grow in love for all of God’s creations and our fellow man.

The Source Soul, our Heavenly Parents, simply desires for
us to ask for Their Love.
God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
“I love you Father.” “Let the Divine Love flow its energy
into my soul.”
“Mother, Father, I desire your Love and I am loving you.”
“Soul God, I love you and I love receiving and
experiencing your Divine Love.”
“True Soul God, I am here, I am aware of your Love.
Please hear my aspiration for your Love and as I approach
you from my soul, I can feel your Love in the way that you
are loving my soul.”
“Please Father and Mother, may I receive Your LOVE.”

Maybe we could simply long for and ask:
Please, Mother and Father, I want some more of
your Love!
MoC 1,471
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MONITORING and MANAGING the HANDOVER to the AVONAL PAIR:
To PARADISE, the HOME of OUR HEAVENLY PARENTS
Council of Elders
The Central Soulgroup of the Council
now around 20
of Elders have established a ‘Battle
Soulgroups
Room’ on each of the Celestial Heaven
spirit worlds and each of the Divine
3
Celestial
Love spirit worlds. From ‘hot wired’
Heaven
connections on Earth, including the
2
‘Engine Room’ on Earth, events are
Celestial
recorded and broadcast live
Heaven
throughout these worlds. This enables
spirits of all 6
spirit worlds to
interact and
1
engage in the
Celestial
changes that are
Heaven
now being
implemented at
an ever increasing
rate.

7

Divine Love
Healing
World
Rebellion and Default officially ended
31 January 2018

3

Camera Crew

Divine Love
Healing
World

5

Divine Love
Healing
World

1

Natural Love
Mind
Mansion
22 March 2017: Negative influence from Natural Love Spirit World
Mansion Worlds 1, 2, 4, 6, was cut off to Earth.
22 May 2017: The quickening of the Law of Compensation
commenced, thus the beginning of earthing the Spirit Worlds.

6

Mind
Mansion
World

4

Mind
Mansion
World

2
Mind
Mansion
World
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WHICH WAY? MIND SELF RELIANT or FEELING AND GOD RELIANT:
To PARADISE, the HOME of OUR HEAVENLY PARENTS
Council of Elders
now around 20
Soulgroups

3
Maybe something like 30 billion people have
Celestial
recognised that our Mother and Father’s
Heaven
Divine Love, together with embracing one’s
Feeling Healing, that with these two aspects,
have progressed through the Mansion Worlds
to the Celestial Heavens and onwards.

2

Celestial
Heaven

Mansion World 7: is then about still working with the deepest and
residual bad feelings, whilst looking to sort out how you wrongly relate
1
to yourself and others, nature and God because of being unloving,
Celestial
understanding how your relationships are unloving, how you don’t
Heaven
connect properly, how unloving you really are and why and fully
accepting the truth of it, coming completely to grips with your parents
not loving you as you needed to be loved – sorting it all out, including
your self and feeling expression difficulties.
Mansion World 5: is then about going right into the depths of them,
7
feeling how unloved you feel and seeing how unloving you are and how
Divine Love
that makes you feel, bringing out the majority of your pain, your misery,
Healing
fear, anger, guilt, hatred, boredom, terror, rejection, nothingness, feeling
World
powerless, alone and abandoned, and so on.
Mansion World 3: is for waking up to the
truth that you’re not loving and starting to get
5
in touch with your pain, starting to accept
Divine
Love
your bad feelings, starting to work with them
3
Healing
Divine Love
instead of rejecting them.
World
Healing
World

1

Natural Love
More than 200 billion personalities have embraced their mind
and self reliance through the misguidance of ‘New Age’ styled
ideologies and the many thousands of different religious
platforms, all of which take the person further and further
away from our Heavenly Parents.
For a million years, humanity has gone
6
in the wrong direction with its selfMind
denial of self and feeling!
Mansion
World

2

4

Mind
Mansion
World

Mind
Mansion
World
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I’D TURN BACK IF I WERE YOU!
The Natural love spirit Mansion Worlds as to how they have been for all these
hundreds of thousands of years and as they are set up currently, are to help spirits
advance to the fullest of their self-denial that they can. That is, so as to become as
evil as they can. And all under the guise of being ‘loving’.
It’s why they are called the mind worlds, namely Mansion World / spheres 1, 2, 4 and 6. That is
because the spirits are using their minds to complete their rebellion – denial of self and feelings, and
rejection of our Heavenly Parents as well their Creator Son and Daughter. So yes, the top of Mansion
World sphere 6, spirits are the most evil, the most in rebellion, the most in default, the most wrong and
unloving and untrue, even though, they appear, because they’ve trained their mind to do so, to be the
most loving, but it’s all false and contrived – such as the Eastern gurus. Total mind over feelings,
blocking all the bad ones and using your mind to only make you feel good.
Typical of those on their way up in the mind worlds are not open to anything, they do not want to know
about feeling bad and going with their bad feelings looking for their truth, because that scares them,
that’s not nice, that doesn’t make one feel good, it threatens their control, they reject that preferring to
stay in their nice safe space. Which is how it is for these Natural love mind spirits using their minds to
control their feelings.
We’ve all got to take responsibility for our evilness even though we were made to be that way and rebel
by default, but there is no getting away from it, and it has to be compensated right to the last farthing,
which is what being in the hell planes is all about, and which keeps being applied right the way through
the Mansion Worlds. In the mind worlds you can continue to use that inner pressure requiring
compensation for your bad deeds, to further contrive love and pretend you are all holy and loving
and not hurting anyone anymore, which on the surface of it you are not, but underneath still are,
all the way up through to the sixth world; or, you can allow it to keep working on you right the
way up through the Divine Love Mansion Worlds doing your Healing.
And apparently what’s going to happen is the Natural love mind Mansion Worlds are going to be
divided, so within them, there will be spirits doing their Feeling Healing – without the Divine Love, and
still limited to the sixth Mansion World, but looking to be true and end their rebellion. And then there
will be those still carrying on denying themselves as they have always done. So you will have spirits in
the Feeling Healing Natural love sectors that will truly perfect their Natural love; and those spirits still in
the mind sectors perfecting their wrongness. The opposites or extremes living side by side. And then
you’ll still have the Divine Love Healing Mansion Worlds, being spheres 3, 5, and 7, doing their Soul
Healing.
And as for a summation: “Divine Love Mansion World / sphere 3 is the wakening up to the truth that
one is not loving, also their being a lot of assistance. Sphere 5 is then about going right into the depths
of feeling how unloved you feel and seeing how unloving you are and how that makes you feel, also this
a time when one can then progress and manage their own progress through their Feeling
Healing. Sphere 7 is then about still working with the deepest and residual bad feelings, whilst looking
to sort out how you wrongly relate to yourself and others, nature and God because of being unloving,
this is a time of great realisation and comprehension with much of the prior experiences starting to be
drawn together.”
Mansion World 3: is for waking up to the truth that you’re not loving and starting to get in touch with
your pain, starting to accept your bad feelings, starting to work with them instead of rejecting them.
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Mansion World 5: is then about going right into the depths of them, feeling how unloved you feel and
seeing how unloving you are and how that makes you feel, bringing out the majority of your pain, your
misery, fear, anger, guilt, hatred, boredom, terror, rejection, nothingness, feeling powerless, alone and
abandoned, and so on.
Mansion World 7: is then about still working with the deepest and residual bad feelings, whilst looking
to sort out how you wrongly relate to yourself and others, nature and God because of being unloving,
understanding how your relationships are unloving, how you don’t connect properly, how unloving you
really are and why and fully accepting the truth of it, coming completely to grips with your parents not
loving you as you needed to be loved – sorting it all out, including your self and feeling expression
difficulties.
It is agreed that the lower worlds are about waking up to what’s involved, however from then on it
depends on how it’s all structured for the individual in their negative state as to how much ongoing
assistance they might need. Some need help all the way along, whereas others have been able to work
with their feelings, themselves, right from the beginning.
And yes, each of the Divine Love healing Mansion Worlds, 3, 5 and 7, are equally painful to work
through, just focusing on different aspects of yourself and your Feeling Healing with Divine Love. And
then in the higher planes of the 7th world comes the transition, where one’s pain starts to end, and you
start feeling so much better about yourself, you are fully accepting of your negative unloving state, you
are fully unloving although even starting to become more loving – truly loving, of yourself, God, and
then other people.
Then onto the Celestial Heavens by progressing into Sphere 8 and then onwards further, all the way
home to Paradise.
Maybe something like 6 billion people have recognised that our Mother and Father’s Divine Love,
together with embracing one’s Feeling Healing, that with these two aspects, have progressed through the
Mansion Worlds to the Celestial Heavens and onwards.
More than 200 billion personalities have embraced their mind and self reliance through the misguidance
of ‘New Age’ styled ideologies and the many thousands of different religious platforms, all of which
take the person further and further away from our Heavenly Parents.
The 1st and 2nd Spirit Mind Mansion Worlds / spheres are jammed to the rafters.
For a million years, humanity has gone in the wrong direction with its self-denial of self and feeling!
Nanna Beth

Sunday, 18 June 2017

LIVE FEELINGS FIRST
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DIMENSIONS of ONE’S EXISTENCE:
Our SOUL IS NOT ENSOULED IN OUR SPIRIT BODY. Our soul exists existentially in a whole
different level or plane or place or dimension of being – ‘soul land’. It doesn’t exist in Creation, it’s not
experiential like Creation is. The soul, all souls, help create their part of Creation by expressing their
personalities into Creation, and then by having their personalities do things (further create) in Creation.
SOUL exists existentially

Our Physical Body and our Spirit Body are of
Creation, being linked together by cords of light as are
the two spirit bodies, male and female, to the one Soul.

One’s unique personality is soul based. Our unique soul
expresses its unique personality through the two spirit bodies
and physical bodies expressing both the male and female aspects.
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Primary recommended reading: consider commencing with: Paul – City of Light
The Book of Truths
1914 – 1923 xxx – Joseph Babinsky
containing the Padgett Messages or
Little Book of Truths
– Joseph Babinsky
True Gospel Revealed anew by Jesus Vol I, II, III, IV
xxx – Geoff Cutler
The Rejected Ones
2002 – 2003 xxx – James Moncrief
Messages from Mary & Jesus
2003
xxx – James Moncrief
Paul – City of Light
2005
xxx – James Moncrief
Mary Magdalene and Jesus'
comments on the Padgett Messages
2007 – 2010 xxx – James Moncrief
Speaking with Mary Magdalene & Jesus 2013 – 2014 xxx – James Moncrief
Sage and the Healing Angels of Light
2017
xxx – James Moncrief
Road map of Universe and history of Universe:
The Urantia Book
1925 – 1935
xxx as primary reading
Divine Love supporting reading:
Revelations
1954 – 1963
– Dr Daniel Samuels
Judas of Kerioth
2001 – 2003
– Geoff Cutler
The Golden Leaf
2008
– Zara & Nicholas
The Richard Messages
2012 – 2013
– James Reid
The Divine Universe
2012 – 2013
– Zara & Nicholas
Family Reunion Afterlife Contact
2014 – 2015
– Joseph Babinsky
Traveller, An Immortal Journey
2014 – 2015
– Zara & Nicholas
Destiny, Eternal Messages of Divine Love 2015 – 2016
– Zara & Nicholas
Feeling Healing
2017
– James Moncrief
Religion of Feelings
2017
– James Moncrief
The Way of Divine Love
– Joseph Babinsky
Divine Love – The Greatest Truth in the World
– Joseph Babinsky
The Human Soul
– Joseph Babinsky
Divine Love Flowing
– Joseph Babinsky
The Truth
– Werner Voets
Through the Mists, The Life Elysian, The Gate of Heaven
– Robert James Lees
Life in the World Unseen
– Anthony Borgia
Gone West
– J M S Ward
Post Mortem Journal
– Jane Sherwood
After Death / Letters from Julia
– William T Stead
Thirty Years Among the Dead
– Carl A Wickland
A Wanderer in the Spirit Land
– Franchezzo
Life Beyond the Veil Vol I thru to V – Rev George Vale Owen – Geoff Cutler
The Holy Bible from the Ancient Eastern Text
– Dr George M Lamsa
Available generally from:
www.lulu.com
www.amazon.com
www.bookdepository.com
For Divine Love focused websites and forums:
Pascas Health:
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html
Spiritual Development:
http://new-birth.net/spiritual-subjects/
Padgett Books:
http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.htm
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James Moncrief’s books, the Padgett Messages and The Urantia Book at:
DIVINE LOVE SPIRITUALITY – DLS:
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html
All Padgett Messages (for condensed versions – see below)
1914 – 1923 Pages 945
The Urantia Book
(see suggested papers to read below)
James Moncrief Books:
MoC
The Rejected Ones – the Feminine Aspect of God
1,490 Nov 2002 – Jan 2003 228
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 1
1,485 Feb – Apr 2003
189
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 2
1,485 Apr – Oct 2003
170
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 1
Aug 2007
164
Messages from 31 May 1914 – 12 January 1915
1,495
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 2
Sep 2010
177
Messages from 13 January 1915 – 29 August 1915
1,494
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 1
1,490 Jan – Apr 2013
206
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 2
1,489 Apr – May 2013
229
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 3
1,490 Oct – Jan 2014
187
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 4
1,491 Jan – May 2014
191
Mary Magdalene comments on Revelation from the Bible KJV
1,485 Dec 2013 – Jan 2014 84
This group being pages of 1,825
Paul – City of Light
1,488.5
2005 149
Ann and Terry
2013 235
Feeling bad? Bad Feelings are GOOD!
feeling-healing book 1
2006 179
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!
feeling-healing book 2
2006 159
Breaking the Golden Rule.
feeling-healing book 3
2006 168
Feeling-Healing exercises, and other healing points to consider.
2009 175
Cathy and Mark – a novel introducing Feeling-Healing.
2010 151
Introduction course to Divine Love Spirituality
2006 139
Speaking with the Dead, Death and Dying
2009 173
Spirits and their Childhood Repression Healing
2010 179
With Verna – a nature spirit
2008 279
Communication with spirits – meet a spirit friend
2010
37
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality website
362
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light
2017 260
Divine Love Spirituality
1,500
2017 201
Feeling Healing – you can heal yourself through your feelings
2017 153
Religion of Feelings
1,500
2017
44
This group being pages of 3,043
Religion of Feelings
http://religionoffeelings.weebly.com/
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality
http://dlspirituality.weebly.com/
Main website of DLS
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/
Childhood Repression website
http://childhoodrepression.weebly.com/
DLS and CR forum
http://dlscr.freeforums.net/
http://withmarymagdaleneandjesus.weebly.com/blog---and-free-books-speaking-with-mary-and-jesus
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FEELING HEALING and SOUL HEALING with the DIVINE LOVE:
James Moncrief Publications:
all publications are free downloads:
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html
It is suggested for one to consider reading as follows:
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus – books 1 – 4
These four books encapsulate the second of the revelations with the first having been introduced by
James Padgett one hundred years previously. These four books provide a wide range of guidance that
has never previously been made available.
Paul – City of Light
As a gentle intro into the Divine Love and Healing; being James Moncrief’s first novel and it’s been
criticised as being too heavily clichéd, but that’s the point because it’s a reflection of how he was back
then.
Ann and Terry
For an example of people who might want to immediately start working on themselves and doing their
Healing.
Feeling Bad? Bad Feelings are GOOD
For more understanding about our denial of our feelings and why we should not deny our feelings, and it
includes how it all came about for James, using himself as an example.
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!
This includes specific examples of Marion and James working on expressing particular bad feelings,
again with the hope that it will help others gain something of an idea as to what’s involved in doing your
Feeling Healing.
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light
Through Sage who's 13 years old, the story is primarily about the two aspects of healing; that being,
with the help of our angels, and the full Healing we can do by looking to our feelings for their truth.
Religion of Feelings
Feeling Healing

Welcome to LOVE – the Religion of Feelings
you can heal yourself through your feelings

So these books, including the four Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus books, provide the essence
of it all and are examples of James’ work. Then it’s up to whatever takes one’s fancy. Other reading to
consider may include:
The Padgett Messages being published as:
The True Gospel Revealed Anew by Jesus volumes 1 – 4
Book of Truths by Joseph Babinsky
The Urantia Book

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings.
in conjunction with
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love.
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FEELING HEALING with DIVINE LOVE is SOUL HEALING:
A collection of ‘papers’ that draw together specific topics including all of the above and more from other
sources of information and revelation designed to help increase one’s awareness about why we have the
problems we do and how to heal them, all whilst living a more healthy and sustainable life. They
provide a brief snapshot of the more complicated topics and issues.
Firstly, consider discovering the truth of your emotional pain through Feeling Healing.
Secondly, consider longing for our Heavenly Parents’ Love as you progress with your healing.
Primary and most important readings are the writings of James Moncrief.
Then consider the Padgett Messages, and then The Urantia Book.
Pascas Papers, being free, are located within the Library Downloads www.pascashealth.com
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html
PASCAS – document schedule.pdf
downloadable index to all Pascas Papers.
FH denotes Feeling Healing; SH denotes Soul Healing, which is: Feeling Healing with the Divine Love;
DL denotes Divine Love – living with the Love.
PASCAS INTRODUCTION NOTES: All papers below can be found at Library Downloads link..
Pascas Care Letters A Huge Upturn
Pascas Care Letters Big Revelation
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Benefits Children
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Way
Pascas Care Letters Little Children
Pascas Care Letters Women’s Liberation and Mother
MEDICAL – EMOTIONS:

Pascas Care – Feeling Healing
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing All is Within
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Health
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and History
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Parenting
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Rebellion
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Starting
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Will
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Angel Assistance
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Being Unloved
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Child Control
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Childhood Repression
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing End Times
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing is Rebelling
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Live True
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Mary Speaks
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing My Soul
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Perfect State
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Revelations X 2
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing the Future
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Trust Yourself
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Versus Cult

PA S
SCA
PER
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DIVINE LOVE and DIVINE TRUTH Revelations and Teachings escalating:

As we progressively become
aware the availability of Divine
Love and embrace our Soul
Healing, more and more
profoundly developed teachings
will be introduced to us by our
Celestial Spirit friends.
Divine Truth teachings will
continue to expand in detail and
complexity as we become ready
and willing to receive same
through doing our Feeling
Healing. This journey was
commenced for us by James
Padgett and James Moncrief.
101 Years: FEELING HEALING
and the DIVINE LOVE:
2013 – 2014 Speaking with MM & J
2007 – 2010 Comments on Padgett
2005
Paul – City of Light
2003
Messages Mary & Jesus
2002
The Rejected Ones
Various auxiliary writings including
1954 – 1963 Revelations via Samuels
1914 – 1923 Padgett Messages

Are we ready and willing
to embrace what is
waiting for us to enjoy?

We are a young experiential
inhabited planet. As we grow in
Love and embrace our Feeling
Healing, then we become into a
condition by which we can ask for
and receive guidance in how to
achieve developments for the
benefit of all of humanity.
As we apply these gifts freely for
the welfare of all, then we will be
provided assistance to advance
our capabilities. Energy enables
communications which in turn
enables universal education.
With education everything is
possible.

UNIVERSAL Roadmap and Structure
1925 – 1935 The Urantia Book
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to OTHERS
to MYSELF

Strive to love others as I am to love myself
To liberate one’s real self, one’s will, driven by one’s soul, moves one to embrace
Feeling Healing so as to clear emotional injuries and errors. With the Divine
Love, then one is also Soul Healing. We are to feel our feelings, identify what they
are, accept and fully acknowledge that we’re feeling them, express them fully, all
whilst longing for the truth they are to show us.

Divine Love
is the key!

God's Divine Love:
Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
Feeling Healing with
Divine Love is the key

to enter the
Celestial Heavens:
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